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"The time has come," the Walrus said, 
"To talk of many things: 
Of shoes—and ships—and sealing-wax— 
Of cabbages-and kings—
And why the sea is boiling hot— 
And whether pigs have wings."
Lewis Carroll.
The last couple of months have been momentous.
Pakistani proxies attacked the Pathankot air base
in January and a month later followed with anoth-
er dastardly attack in Pampore. Bizarrely, at this
time, in the prestigious environs of the Jawaharlal
Nehru University (JNU), a group of students
belonging to the AISF (All India Students
Federation), the students wing of the Communist
Party of India, shouted slogans in support of a ter-
rorist, and against the Indian state. And in the
Indian corporate, a relentless expose by the media
led to the tumbling out of what could turn out to
be a mother of scams, involving reputed business
houses, bankers, politicians and civil servants.
Amidst all this occurred a gripping tale of heroism
and survival, which electrified a whole nation.
On 3 February 2016, tragedy befell the Sonam

post on the Saltoro ridge, which overlooks the
Siachen Glacier when an 800x600 meter ‘ice ava-
lanche’ buried the post under 35 feet of ice boul-
ders. Locating the spot where the post lay buried
was near impossible. To find a survivor was
unimaginable as life expectancy in such condi-
tions is no more than 15 minutes. Yet, the com-
manding officer of 19 Madras and his men,
brought on the first miracle by working day and
night for five days, and locating their lost com-
rades, in an unparalleled display of raw courage,
endurance and esprit de corps. And among the
bodies, they found one that was still alive. That
was the second miracle.
The news that L/Nk Hanamanthappa Kopad

was alive enthused an entire nation. It brought
home the fact that impossible odds can be over-
come, through will and determination. It was
indeed tragic that Hanamanthappa could not be

saved, despite herculean efforts by the team of
doctors treating him at the Army’s R&R hospital in
New Delhi where he was evacuated. But
Hanamanthappa came to symbolise the spirit of
the Armed Forces - a message of hope to the
nation that their Armed Forces will never let them
down.
In the attacks by Pakistani proxies, the perpe-

trators of terror were eliminated, but their han-
dlers in Pakistani continue to enjoy immunity.
More hurtful was the fact that a section of stu-
dents in the JNU, owing allegiance to a virulent
Leftist ideology, at this time raised slogans in sup-
port of a convicted terrorist who was executed
some years back after his death sentence was
upheld by the Supreme Court. Fighting the
nation’s enemies on the border is one thing.
Dealing with your own who support them is
another. That this should occur in the JNU calls
for serious introspection. Equally damning was
the fact that a few political parties, hoping to score
brownie points, jumped into the fray, battling for
the students on the untenable ground of ‘freedom
of speech’. Strange logic indeed, to be applied to
those who seek the break up of their own country.
An agitation in Haryana in February, virtually

brought Delhi to a halt, forcing the Army to be
called out to restore order, which was promptly
accomplished. While the Army remains the
nation’s final bastion, there are many who seek to
weaken the structure that so firmly holds the
nation together. The recommendations of the 7th
Pay Commission have done no good to military
morale, as like the earlier pay commissions, this
one too seeks to erode the status of the Armed
Forces. If this is caused by bureaucratic jealousy, it
must be curbed. If it is something more sinister,
we are indeed in danger. Somewhere the rot must
stop, else we may not have a military that can do
the task that the nation expects of it. When thieves
and half baked ideologues are eulogised, we need
to ask ourselves whether pigs indeed grow wings,
which enable them to fly.
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GENERAL SPEAK

05

Indian Military Academy (IMA) is
perhaps one of the foremost military
academies of the world. All those who
are blessed to pass out of this hallowed
institution have the Chetwode Motto
etched firmly in their heart. This motto
is the exalted standard by which each
leader is measured and this is also the
guiding beacon for officers while they
serve in our gallant army. It is by far one
of the most inspiring mottos and has
stood the test of time for nearly 80 years
and is perhaps even more relevant
today than it was in 1932 when it was
enunciated.

Field Marshal Philip Chetwode was
the Commander in Chief of the Indian
Army and was instrumental in the
Indianisation of the Indian forces and
setting up of the IMA. He was a highly
regarded and decorated British officer
who had seen active service in many
parts of the world. The Chetwode
motto, which stirs so much passion in
all gentleman cadets and alumni is
derived from an address the Field
Marshal gave to the Academy on 
10 December 1932. He was keen to give
the lecture on the inauguration of IMA
but was requested by Commandant
IMA not to come as the first batch of
cadets did not have uniforms nor were
they adept at a military parade befitting
the C-In-C India. He therefore delayed
his visit to the IMA and arrived only
on10 Dec 1932 and gave the now
famous address to the assembled
cadets,staff and guests. An excerpt is
placed below:

“….We have got the men who will
serve under you in the ranks. No
bettermaterial exists in the world, and
they have proved it on many stricken
fields; but hitherto they have been led
by us, and now they are to be led by you.
That great task is before you and before

those who will follow you here to prove
you are fit to teach gallant men in peace
and to gain their confidence and lead
them in war. Some of you already
possess experience of the Army and are
here, with the great traditions of the
Indian Officer behind you, to enter on a

wider and more responsible field of
service. To others of you a military life is
entirely new. But to all of you I say: Do
not be dismayed at the responsibility
that will rest on your shoulders. I
believe you will prove you are worthy.
Secondly, I would ask you to remember
that you have come here to have your
first lessons in three principles which
must guide an officer of a National
Army, and they are:-

First, the safety, honour and welfare
of your country come first, always and
every time 

Second, the honour, welfare and
comfort of the men you command
come next.

Third, your own ease, comfort and
safety come last, always and every time.

These words from his speech then
became immortalised and carved in
stone on the walls of Chetwode
Building and have become the abiding
touchstone of all those who have taken
the ‘final step’ and believe in ethos of
leadership and soldiering in its purest
form. 

‘THE CHETWODE MOTTO’
Lt Gen Sudhir Sharma
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India is witnessing transformations at
an unprecedented speed and scale. 
The transformations are spread across
all spheres of activity, impacting the
socio-economic and political fabric of
this country. There is clearly a move
towards improving liveability, 
making it easier to do business and
improving the economy. From a
governance perspective, the role of the
people are evolving from being a 
mere voter, tax-payer and a general
bystander on majority of the issues
to an active participant and
influencer on policy issues. There
has been a renewed focus on global
issues such as environment and
sustainability, thereby bringing
about strong measures to comply
with global best practices. There
have been visible audacious plans
proposed and implemented by the
government which have helped
address the pressing issues plaguing
the country’s development. The
nature of the economy has also
evolved from being ahighly
monsoon dependent economy to
being virtually drought proof, that
has helped provide the policy
headspace to the government to
drive growth & development. Recent
initiatives launched by the
government have led to a
phenomenon of Competitive
Federalisation thereby promoting
country-wide development. India is
now being perceived as a land of
opportunities and the destination 
of the future. On the flip side, it is
also leading to friction being 
created among the old and the
young, the traditional versus the
forward looking, the ‘Haves’ and 
the ‘Have-Nots’. Below are the 
nine trends that we see are shaping
India.

Changing Demographics – The
Most Youthful Nation
India accounts for nearly 17 percent of
the world’s population and is
experiencing rapid demographic
changes, with wide implications not only
for the country but also across other
regions of the world. The key
demographic trend is the increasing
youthfulness of the country. Roughly 50
percent of the population is less than 24

years old. The implications of this
demographic structure has started
playing out on the key trends in this
country. Cable TV was introduced in the
country around 25 years ago. Internet
came about 20 years ago. So we have a
large part of the population that has
grown up with significantly higher
exposure to information and global
trends. Hence their higher levels of
aspirations are driving the direction in

which this country is going.
This youthful population is

technologically more skilled, socially
more aware, politically more involved
and economically more aspirational.
Many of them are what is popularly
called the “Digital Natives”. This
enables a greater penetration of
technology, leading to a Digital
Pervasiveness in the country. Their
economic aspirations are leading to
rapid urbanisation and also the trend
of large number of start-ups and
entrepreneurship flowering.  

India’s working age population is
expected to balloon up, making India
the largest contributor to the global
working population. This would also
makes India an even larger market. It
will also provide a global workforce
that is “Made in India”.

People Participation
The advent of social media and
interactive mediums has given 
rise to increasing velocity of 
citizens’ interactions with policy
makers on various issues, 
driven primarily by a more aware 
and politically active youthful
population. Correspondingly, public
administration is increasingly looking
to place the citizen at the centre of
policymakers’ considerations.
Citizens are increasingly questioning
the leaders they elect to the national,

NINE TRENDS SHAPING INDIA
Jaijit Bhattacharya
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state and local levels on a wide range of
issues which range from affordable
housing to international relations. 

The RTI Act has been considerably
utilised as a tool by citizens groups to
influence and shape government
functioning and seek accountability on
various aspects of governance. The
government has also undertaken very
large initiatives to introduce e-
governance at the national, state and
local levels for information
dissemination and feedback. With the
increase in internet and mobile
connections, the voice of citizens are
being increasingly amplified in wide
ranging ways. Citizens’ expectations and
demand for information and services
online from governments is increasing
gradually so as to improve their civic,
professional and personal lives. The
social media has also created avenues for
the people to participate in political
movements, forcing the government at
Centre, State and local levels to take
action on matters that earlier, were swept
under the carpet. While such trends are
still in their infancy, they are helping to
break the stranglehold of a few powerful
influencers on the government
machinery, thereby increasing
accountability into all arms of the
government – the executive, the
legislative and the judiciary.

Urbanisation
Economic aspirations, coupled with
squeezing out of excess labour from
agriculture, is leading to rapid
urbanisation of India. This trend is
fuelled by mass migration from rural
areas to urban areas and also by rural
habitations evolving into semi-urban
and urban habitations. According to
World Bank estimates, an unprecedented
50 percent of the Indian population
would be residing in urban areas by 2041.
Natural growth continues to be the
significant element (approx. 40 million)
of urban population growth during the
period 2001 to 2011, as compared to net
rural – urban migration (approx. 22
million).  

A report by IIHS in 2011 estimates that

the top 100 largest cities produce 43
percent of the country’s GDP, with 16
percent of the population and just 0.24
percent of the land area. Apart from
serious challenges related to habitat,
transport and other facilities, it has also
generated high expectations, especially
among educated youth. India’s
urbanisation is thus playing a significant
role in social transformation and
economic mobility, necessitating a
phenomenal demand for land.
Managing population densities within
Indian cities is a significant challenge in
accommodating urban expansion, as is
financing urban expansion and city
renewal – thereby calling for innovative
urban planning frameworks and
regulations. The trend of urbanisation is
expected to kick off larger consumption
of steel, cement and other commodities
and manufactured goods. It would also
lead to more efficient cities, thus leading
to larger consumption of services. It
would thus feed into the economic
aspirations of a burgeoning youthful
population. The government has also
stepped in to support the urbanisation
trend, after relative apathy for much of
the last six decades. Programmes of
Smart City, AMRUT, Swachh Bharat and
Housing for All are expected to
significantly contribute to the
urbanisation trend.

Pervasive Digitisation
Over the past two decades, there has
been an exponential proliferation of
digital technologies in the country. There
are over 276 million mobile phone
internet users in India as compared to 48
million users in 2012.The number of
Internet users in India grew at an even
more rapid rate, from 150 million in 2012
to almost 350 million in 2015, listing
India on the 3rd rank globally. Again, it
seems to be that a digitally more
adaptable youthful population is driving
the higher digital penetration in the
country.

All information, things and spaces are
getting digitised. We notice that not only
is legacy information being digitised but
also that new information is generated

and consumed in a digital form.
Governments are moving towards a
regime where no paper certificates are
required. Certificates will be digitally
created and hosted.

From meters, to vehicles to pollution
sensors, to shoes, glasses, watches,
pacemakers, embedded medical devices
– every thing is getting digitised and
connected to the Internet under the
framework of Internet of Things (IOT).
And hence every thing can be remotely
monitored and managed, increasing the
levels of automation to unprecedented
levels. Spaces are getting connected.
From homes and offices to public spaces
getting free Wi-Fi and 4G connectivity.
Even  spaces such as cars and public
transportation are getting connected,
and things, spaces and information are
freely communicating with each other in
an all pervasive digital fabric. With
technologies such as 3D printing
creeping in, even products are getting
digitised, with the designs being sent
over to homes to be printed and created,
and hence if someone is short of a cup for
a dinner party, all that the person has to
do is print it out without stepping out
from home. This is transforming how we
work, interact, transact and live. 

Job Creators Vs Job Seekers
The economic aspirations of the youth
are driving an ever larger number of
startups being conceived. India’s youth
are moving away from the traditional
aspiration of a comfortable job to high
risk, high pay off world of startups,
transforming the business ecosystems
and having a deep impact on our lives.
Many of the startups are supported by
digital technologies and are hence in the
domain of e-commerce and m-
commerce. This startup ecosystem is
being made possible due to the fact that
a more youthful population is digitally
enabled. It is interesting to note that
more than 70 percent of the
entrepreneurs are less than 35 years of
age. 

With nearly three to four startups
emerging every day, India ranks third in
the world in terms of the number of
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startups. It has been estimated that in
2015, startups registered a growth rate of
40 percent leading in turn to a sharp
increase in the number of employment
opportunities within India. A large
number of startups that are not
necessarily in the domain of e-
commerce and m-commerce,are also
contributing to larger job creation in the
country. These are services and
manufacturing companies that are
emboldened by the series of business
process reforms being introduced by the
central and state governments, which is
making it easier to do business in India.

The trend indicates a shift from being job
seekers towards being job creators.

The Conscious Citizen -
Environmentally Sensitive
Responsible Consumption
The combined pressures of population
growth, economic growth and climate
change is placing increased stress on
essential natural resources in India and
globally. These issues have made people
sensitive towards sustainable resource
management. There is a movement
towards adopting policies and practices
that help reduce unnecessary

consumption, reversing a trend of
unfettered consumption as a mark of
development. Slowly but surely, people
are moving towards environmentally
sensitive, responsible consumption.
The awareness of the majority youthful
population of India to the issues of
climate destruction, is pushing the
political and social thought process and
policy making. The trend is clearly
demonstrated by the people support
received by the odd-even cars scheme
by Government of Delhi, for reducing
the air pollution impact by vehicles.
Even at greater personal discomfort,

TRANSFORMATION IMPERATIVES
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people moved onto public
transportation and car-pooling. This is
in lock-step with the global trend that
has being brewing for more than a
decade, fuelled by the youth, who have
now come to occupy places of decision
making. 

Indian government is getting the
political space, supported by this more-
aware population, to boldly put forth its
Intended Nationally Determined
Contribution (INDC) to the United
Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC). India has
committed to reduce the emissions
intensity of GDP by 33-35 percent by
2030 from the 2005 level, achieve about
40 percent cumulative electric power
installed capacity from non-fossil fuel
based energy resources with a target of
175 GW by 2022 and creating an
additional carbon sink of 2.5 to 3 billion
tonnes of CO2 equivalent through
additional forest and tree cover by 2030.
The future beckons towards increasing
use of solar energy and other renewable
sources and more environmentally
friendly transportation systems. 

Interconnectedness
With almost 40 percent of the GDP
linked to global trade, India has rapidly
become interconnected with the global
economy. The interconnectedness is
not just economic, but also in terms of
culture, skills, technology, medicine,
policy making, language and in almost
all domains of life. The process that was
kicked off over a hundred years ago,
with India’s participation in World War I,
where modern ideas and concepts
started flowing into India at a much
more rapid pace, has snowballed, and
India is set to come back to global
centre stage, by both influencing and
being influenced by global trends. This
is fundamentally altering age-old
traditions, some even leading to
aggravated class and caste frictions.

The impact is visible on India’s
cultural industry– movies, music, art etc
also. New words, forms of dance and
music, cinematography etc are evolving
globally, with significant influence from

India, with Indian art forms too being
impacted by global trends.
Economically, we see a continued
increase in the levels of international
trade and capital flows for India. As the
trend toward increased economic
interconnectedness is expected to
continue, India would need the right
policy frameworks in place to capture
the benefits of trade and manage the
risk through ongoing and upcoming
fiscal policies like increase FDI limits in
insurance, railways, defence and
encouraging privatisation of loss
making public sector companies.

Transformational National
Initiatives
The last two years have witnessed a
slew of government initiatives that have
been transformational in nature. On the
social side, initiatives are aimed at
financial inclusion, targeted subsidy
delivery etc. On the economic side, the
stress is on programmes that will
improve the ease of doing business in
India, enabling the Startup ecosystem,
Make in India, large scale infrastructure
development etc.A third set of
programs focus on providing a better
life to its people through initiatives such
as housing for all, toilets for all etc.
These initiatives are driven by the
aspirations of the youthful population
for better living conditions and pursuit
of happiness. Unless India is able to
rapidly develop and transform, it could
possibly stare at an implosion driven by
the disgruntled youth. And hence the
urgent need for the large national
initiatives.

Much has been achieved in this
regard. Under the ‘Pradhan Mantri Jan
Dhan Yojana’ for instance, a
phenomenal 200 million bank accounts
have been opened within the country.
Under improving Ease of Doing
Business initiative and Smart City
initiative, the country witnessed the
phenomenon of Competitive
Federalism. This innovative mechanism
to have Centre and States work in
alignment, is being extended to many
other programs. Furthermore, more

than 30,000-40,000 citizens are giving
up LPG subsidy every day for
contributing to nation building. This
demonstrates that the cynicism in the
society is giving way to youthful
morality and exuberance. Such
unprecedented response from the
citizens is reshaping governance within
the country into a more participatory
governance. It has led to the emergence
of a new trend which would
significantly influence the country’s
future.

Asymmetric Warfare
For a long time, India has been at the
receiving end of asymmetric warfare, in
the form of terrorism. A much smaller
amount of effort (in the form of crafting
and running terror infrastructure) from
adversaries has tied down a
disproportionate amount of Indian
defence assets and forces. This trend
will continue and will be further
exacerbated by new dimensions of
asymmetric warfare emerging in the
country. Thus, we are likely to see a
ramping up of economic warfare in the
form of fake currencies being pumped
in, cyberattacks, large scale migrations
(which may be unintended but is
exposing the country to demographic
challenges), water diversion from key
river systems and social warfare
enabled through technology (MMS
being circulated leading to social
disturbances). The ability to withstand
such attacks is not limited to the
abilities of the military forces but
require a larger capacity building within
the financial institutions, diplomatic
institutions andby building resilience
amongst the population. 

Today, India is at an important stage
in its history. How we deal with the
challenges at hand will determine the
future outcome of the country.

Dr Jaijit Bhattacharya is the
President, Centre for Digital Economy
Policy Research. He can be contacted

at president@c-dep.org
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Defence capital acquisition projects
routinely fail and this phenomenon is
not peculiar only to India. Instances of
delayed acquisition projects due to time
and cost over runs are observed
universally in procurement
organisations world over. The advanced
Armies, when compared to India, have
however evolved their ‘capability
definition and acquisition hierarchy’
structures over the years which
unfortunately are conspicuously absent
from the Indian acquisition executive.
Capital project management in India
has a suboptimal record of delivering
outcomes with the parliamentary
standing committee on defence
estimating losses accrued due to time
and cost overruns in naval acquisitions
and developmental projects in 2014-15
at a whopping INR 29000 crore. These
losses include the cost overruns owing
to the ‘regular’ delays in the indigenous
aircraft carrier programme ‘which will
now cost INR 19,341 crore compared to
its original cost of Rs 3241 crore. In
another instance, the cost of the Stealth
Guided Missile Destroyer, has been
revised from INR 3850 crore to INR
11662 crore with a five year time
overrun’.

Risk, Cost and Schedule
Management
If we were to examine two recent capital
schemes pertaining to Army’s critical
equipment, certain definitive failings
will clearly emerge. First of the two cases
is that of the assault rifles where the
Army scrapped a four year old tender for
importing 1.8 lakh of these multi calibre
assault rifles in June 2015 retracting the
INR 4848 crore Request for Proposal

(RFP) floated in 2011, thereby losing
almost a decade of valuable time in
replacing the underperforming INSAS
rifle currently in use. The failure of this
case can be ascribed to an inability in
identifying apparent and estimable risks
before fielding this case to the Defence
Acquisition Council (DAC). Going by the
vast repository of aborted cases in
recent past, failure of General Staff
Qualitative Requirements (GSQR) in an
ex-import procurement given the
current ‘Make in India’ milieu is an
identifiable risk that should have been
assessed and mitigated while fielding
the case. The other important case
involving a critical life saving albeit low

technological equipment which even
after half a decade eludes closure is that
of the bullet proof jacket. Acceptance of
Necessity (AoN) for this case was
accorded by the DAC in October 2009
with an envisaged capability
deployment timeline of 2012. The RFP
was however retracted due to GSQR
related issues after a gap of more than
two years and fresh RFP could only be
issued one year after it was retracted.
The trials for this item reportedly
commenced somewhere in the end of
2014 and this tender has been scrapped
due to the reported failure of all six
vendors to meet the GSQR parameters.
Both these cases have failed due to lack

REFORM THE ACQUISITION
STRUCTURE

Col Vikram Taneja

The Kamov Ka-226 Utility Helicopter
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of risk assessment in drawing GSQRs,
categorisation and subsequent trials.
Similarly, the grounds for cancellation of
the contract for 197 utility helicopters
after almost a decade of altercations
before deciding to manufacture it in
India, fall in the domain of ‘strategic and
commercial risks’ which could have
been mitigated had adequate risk
management exercise been carried out
at the planning stage.

The 15 year Long Term Integrated
Perspective Plan (LTIPP) of capital
equipment is the fountainhead based
on which the Services are equipped post
DAC approval. Initial fielding of a capital
scheme into the LTIPP and later to the
DAC warrants a due diligence in the
present era of ever shrinking capital
budgets. Inaccurate risk, cost and
schedule estimates would lead to either
a recast of the LTIPP or failures of cases
at procurement stage as seen in the case
of assault rifles and bullet proof jackets,
both provoking unwarranted criticism
of the procurement executive.
Therefore, the inclusion of a particular
acquisition scheme into the LTIPP
should be subject to an incisive analysis
to facilitate a greater clarity in terms of
deliverables, a clearer evaluation of the
intrinsic project risk, and a more
accurate estimate of its cost and
schedule on the basis of detailed
research. Only by doing so will the DAC
have the wherewithal necessary to take
an informed decision for approving a
particular scheme. A structure in the
form of a capability development group
(CDG) tasked to carry out risk, cost and
schedule assessment and management
before the first approval of the
government needs to be put in place in
India at the earliest.

81 capital schemes worth INR 1.5 lac
crore have been approved in principle
by the DAC in the past two years since
the present government has come to
power. However, it still takes about a
decade for any capability envisaged
through the DAC approvals to be
physically deployed owing to slippages,
time and cost overruns. Recasting LTIPP
due to changed priorities and imprecise

analysis is not uncommon and there are
also instances where a number of old
acquisition schemes are not rolled over
from one LTPP to the other citing their
non utility thus indicating a lack of
rigour prior to its inclusion in the plan in
the first place. No amount of procedural
reform can offset the spinoffs that can
accrue from the creation of a CDG. India
presently has no structure in place
which carries out an analysis from the
risk cost and schedule point of view at
any stage of procurement. Schemes are
inserted in the LTPP based on an
internal geo strategic and technology
scan by the Army Headquarters,
augmented by inputs gathered from
lower formations consequently
bypassing a stringent capability
analysis.

What will the CDG Do?
Firstly, CDG will enhance the quality of
the delivery of critical capability for the
Armed Forces prior to its approval by
the DAC through a ‘top-down’ flow
based on the strategic guidance
provided by the Raksha Mantri’s
Operational Directive (RMOD).
Capability gaps will be arrived at
through comparison of the desired
capabilities and assessment of the
current capability. Feasibility studies
would then lead to further fine tuning of
the desired capability after the financial,
technological and industrial vetting by
experts and integration and
prioritisation by the capability
managers. Secondly, CDG will provide
an assurance to the DAC that funds have
been spent in national interest in
conformity to the canons of financial
propriety. Thirdly, CDG shall prepare
details of the capability required along
with the initial data relating to cost,
schedule and risk developed by the
relevant experts resourced within the
CDG for this purpose. Fourthly, CDG
will communicate to the DAC a rigorous
cost benefit analysis to benchmark all
additional risks posed by fielding for
procurement any equipment not
available commercially off the shelf
(COTS). Lastly, the SQR Development

Group with an industry interface as a
part of the CDG will generate SQRs
based on approved capability plans.
This will address the lacuna in the
system and aid in improving the process
of development of SQR.

Resourcing the CDG
Presently, there are many areas of
concern, ranging from an atrophied
capability management and inadequate
project management contributing to
formulating an LTIPP generated
through a bottom up approach in the
absence of an articulated National
Security Strategy (NSS). Insufficiency of
the process leading to DAC approvals
for new projects and a fragmented silo
based acquisition structure are some
other voids plaguing the acquisition
system in India. While the Dhirendra
Singh Committee report on acquisition
reform building upon similar reports
released over the last two decades have
recommended measures to deliver
enhanced outcomes through a more
corporatised acquisition organisation
outside the structure of the Ministry of
Defence (MoD), the Defence
Procurement Procedure (DPP) versions
promulgated till date do not however
dwell in detail on the need for a
structure akin to a CDG to address the
planning aspect before actual
procurement is affected.

To achieve its aim, the CDG will
firstly need to be resourced with niche
skills such as project planning and
management in order to define a
capability. The performance of CDG
shall impact greatly the later stages of
acquisition and hence project
management skills during the early
stages of an acquisition are vital.
Currently, the core HR personnel
staffing the Perspective Planning
departments comprise Service officers
on moderate tenures averaging 18 to 24
months serving in a highly complex
domain. Planning and execution of
complex military projects by Service
officers with little or no proficiency in
project management skills is not a
practical option and needs reform.
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Secondly, CDG shall also be responsible
for working out the life cycle costs for
material as well as non material
capabilities allied to the procurement
case such as training of personnel,
infrastructure development etc. for
which it will need to possess integral
cost estimation expertise. Thirdly, CDG
will have to allocate increased resources
devoted to the area of research and
analysis which is a prime source for
obtaining cogent information on risk,
costs and schedule as well as
commercial inputs on procurement
options. Fourthly, investment, in terms
of risk analysis would greatly benefit
mitigation of both technological,
commercial and other project related
risks. Lastly, to sustain the above
resources, allocation of minimum ten
percent of the total project expenditure
needs to be made to enable a detailed
analysis prior to DAC approval of a
project which is not being presently
done.

Process vs Structure
Despite capital acquisition being a key

focus area of the government, Army has
been able to conclude contracts
amounting to a meagre INR 6000 crore
in the current fiscal. To expect the new
DPP 2016 to suddenly galvanise
procurement may not be entirely
justified. The refinements
notwithstanding, DPP still remains a
manual that merely articulates the
‘procurement process’ that forms a
relatively small component of the entire
gamut of capability establishment
comprising strategy formulation,
capability definition, procurement,
sustainment and discard. Cursory
examination of the recent
procurements by the three Services will
exhibit that most of these bypass the
DPP in favour of the Inter-
Governmental Agreements (IGA) and
Foreign Military Sales (FMS) route. The
long undecided utility helicopter deal
has recently been finalised through the
IGA with Russia and an Indian private
development partner while the M777
Howitzer deal similarly follows the FMS
route. DPP on its part in the last few
years has not been able to settle Army’s

long standing operational hollowness in
terms of Air Defence ordnance, critical
ammunition, night vision capability and
missiles purported to be fulfilled
through over a hundred pending
modernisation schemes, worth over INR
two lakh crore, currently stuck at various
stages of approvals between the Army
HQ and MoD. As the acquisition
community and the industry fervently
awaits unveiling of the DPP 2016, it
should now be recognised clearly and
unambiguously that DPP as a capability
building document has its limitations
and we now need to look beyond the
DPP to address the acquisition
structures. Structural reform to the
acquisition architecture is the only way
forward for achieving a
transformational change to the
acquisition ecosystem considering that
structures will eventually govern the
organisational behaviour.

The author is a Senior Fellow at the
Centre for Land Warfare Studies

(CLAWS)

The M777 Ultralight-weight Field Howitzer (UFH) Keep the size small to fit in with the article
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This article elucidates five innovative
photonic systems and technologies,
indigenously developed for defence
and civilian applications. These have
been given the acronym PRANEEDHI
(Photonic Reconnoitering of Acoustic
Noise for Effective Eaves Dropping &
Highlighting Intelligence), SAVDHAN
(Scan, Analye, Validate, Discriminate,
Highlight, Assess and Neutralise),
TARANI (Technology for Air data
Reckoning for Aerial Navigational
Information), VEDA (Vibrational
Effects-Detection Analysis) and VIDUR
(Vibration Intelligence Data
Unravelling Remotely).

The above systems (patents
pending) were designed and developed
indigenously at Visakhapatnam, using
COTS – Commercially Off The Shelf
technologies, and successfully
deployed and demonstrated in the field
during many trials to prove their higher
sensitivities (compared to conventional
systems) and efficacies for real time
remote monitoring. The technological
and manufacturing readiness levels of
the systems are TRL9 and MRL 9 (as per
NASA, USA Standards) respectively. All
the systems and technologies are now
ready for exploitation,have progressed
from the design and development
stages to the production ready stage. 

PRANEEDHI
Designed for defence as well as civilian
applications, PRANEEDHI is portable
and can be employed from a remote
location for eavesdropping purposes.
The system primarily requires a clear
line of sight for a laser beam to be
focused at the target area, from where
the laser beam’s reflection is received in
real time and the light signals are
transformed into acoustic signals, in

real time - for the purpose of
eavesdropping in counter terrorism
applications. 

This system, one of its kind in the
world, has been demonstrated to be
highly sensitive.The distance of the
target area from the monitoring area
dictates the power of the laser to be

used and can be of the order of
kilometres. For surveillance purposes,
the laser beam’s wavelength can be
selected to be in the infrared region, to
make the laser beam invisible. The
system can be easily adapted for
various requirements of the users, once
the field conditions are specified. 
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SAVDHAN
Although acoustic techniques are
currently the ‘in vogue’ technologies for
detection and tracking of submerged
bodies like submarine and autonomous
underwater vehicles, the advent of
silent submarines and the ensuing
technologies resulting in the reduction
of acoustic signatures is making naval
surveillance very difficult, especially in
shallow water environments. Although
the non-acoustic techniques such as
Magnetic Anomaly Detection, LIDAR,
bioluminescence detection, etc. were
earlier thought to be promising,
subsequent research showed their
inherent limitations which restrict their
use for detection over a wide area and
also from a large distance. Of late,
detection of physical manifestations
such as turbulent wake and internal
waves generated due to moving
platforms in ocean, have increasingly
become popular mechanisms for
coastal surveillance of moving
platforms. Against this backdrop, the
general features of turbulent wake and
internal waves generated by moving
platforms in ocean were studied and we
have developed a photonic system
shown below, for detecting and
discriminating manmade platforms
and personnel moving on the surface
and in the sub-surface of the ocean. The
system has applications in the field of
coastal surveillance. 

These systems are also capable of
identifying natural hydrodynamic
signatures generated by biological
organisms - phenomena like tsunamis,
waves, tides and currents, and
anthropogenic hydrodynamic
signatures from ships/ submarines. The
systems are first of their kind in the
global scenario, with possibilities of
opening up new vistas in other
domains. The system can thus have
military and non military applications,
the latter encompassing real time
monitoring of natural phenomena like
Tsunami, Surface Waves, Ocean
currents and Tides. It also has use for
academic and R&D purposes, for
remote monitoring stratified fluids (viz.

oceans, atmosphere, etc.), with very
high sensitivity.

TARANI
There is a growing demand to replace
the ‘pitot tube’ technology currently
being used by the aerospace industry
on board all aircrafts with laser based
remote technologies for monitoring the
wind, pressure, temperature, and
turbulence etc., ahead of a fast moving
aircraft which are fundamental
necessities for safety, navigation and
stability of aircrafts.Multinational
corporations, and major defence firms
around the world have been working on
laser based technologies for decades
with multibillion dollar budgets. Their
efforts have apparently resulted in
technologies which are at ‘Technology
Demonstration’ stage. However, the
technologies may not be immediately
available for use (even after successful
trials) by other countries for strategic
and commercial reasons.

The remotely operable, portable
light weight system can be easily
integrated on board any platform and is
evaluated to be highly sensitive,
accurate and again free of the
constraints associated with the many
available / under development systems
and technologies around the world. 

The system has applications in
defence and civilian domains
specifically for use in the automobile
and aerospace industry. A typical
display (shown below) obtained during
the testing and evaluation of this
system indicates the various
parameters which are monitored on
real time.

VEDA
Novel photonic system was developed
to monitor real time vibrations on
bridges, platforms and highways in
addition to border areas. The system is
portable, can be easily deployed at any
location for real time vibration and
condition monitoring in a non-
intrusive fashion, even at inaccessible
locations.

VIDUR
The system enables vibration and
condition monitoring remotely, with
very high sensitivity (nanometer
resolution)and has no frequency
constraints usually associated with
conventional displacement, velocity
and accelerometer sensors generally
used for vibration and condition
monitoring. The innovative
technologies and the algorithms
employed in the development of the
system ensure the real time extraction
of the following information:

• Vibration and Condition of
Structures/Bridges/Highways.

• Vehicular and pedestrian traffic
statistics.

• Vehicular identification (type, size
and tonnage)

•  Structural Health diagnostics.
• Intrusion detection.
There is a growing demand to

quickly and remotely monitor the
health and condition of fixed and
moving structures (civil, steel, FRP,
glass, etc.) on land and sea for different
applications. This requires rapid
monitoring of vibrational
displacements, velocities and
accelerations remotely. These systems
are capable of remotely monitoring
vibrations and condition of structures
simultaneously in the time and
frequency domains and displays the
displacement, velocity and acceleration
of vibrations at even in accessible
locations on a structure. The systems
are sensitive, accurate and portable for
use in any environment.The systems
also have applications for counter-
terrorism and can be of use in the
Mechanical/ Civil/ Electronic
Engineering Industry.

Prof Dr. Rao. Tatavarti is Director
and Senior Professor, GVP-SIRC and
GVP College of Engineering. He is the
Founder & Managing Partner, CATS
(CASTLE Advanced Technologies and
Systems) and CASTLE (Centre for

Advancement of Science Technology
Law and Engineering), Visakhapatnam.
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TERRORISM

India’s vulnerability from external threats
have historically been land based. With
the growth of sea power, this underwent a
change in the fifteenth and sixteenth
century, when Portugal and Spain
pioneered European exploration of the
globe. British naval supremacy following
a series of wars in the 17th and 18th
centuries left Great Britain as the
dominant colonial power, and the
subsequent subjugation of India.
Through the seas, Britain dominated
much of the world trade, which in turn
meant that it effectively controlled the
economies of many regions. Sea power,
hence became an essential attribute for
gaining dominance in world affairs and
this remains true till date. While sea based
invasions of the Indian land mass are
unlikely, threats emanating from terrorist
groups could well emanate from the sea.
Maritime security in the Indian context
must cater to these aspects.
In March 1993, India faced its first

maritime terror attack in Mumbai which
killed 257 people. The attack was
masterminded by underworld criminal
Dawood Ibrahim. Unfortunately, no
lessons were learnt from this attack, as
highlighted by the report of the Group of
Ministers (GoM) on Reforming the
National Security System, which was set
up to give policy recommendations on
the subject. The then National
Democratic Alliance (NDA) government
noted (in February 2001) that “India’s long
coastline and coastal areas have
remained largely unprotected and
unguarded”. The report went on to
recommend the strengthening of the
Coast Guard and the establishment of a
specialised Marine Police in all coastal
states and island territories. 
When terrorists struck again on 26

November 2008, using the sea route for

the second time to inflict carnage and
destruction, it became apparent that
nothing much had been done to
implement the recommendations of the
GoM Report. The then defence Minister,
Shri A.K. Antony initiated certain steps to
enhance maritime security, which
included making the Indian Navy as the
nodal authority for all maritime security,
both coastal and offshore, strengthening
of the coast guard and marine police and
establishing a national command,
control, communication and intelligence
network for real-time maritime domain
awareness (MDA). But much still remains
to be done.
India remains vulnerable to sea based

attacks, due to the growing complexity of
the maritime security environment as
well as continuing concerns over state-
sponsored cross-border maritime
terrorism maritime. What is required is
MDA for development of a
comprehensive operational picture in
near-real time to allow the control of
surveillance and response assets and
rapid response to events. As of now, the

Indian Navy has set up the Information
Management and Analysis Centre (IMAC)
with the Coast Guard, to function under
the National Security Advisor (NSA). This
joint operations facility is the nodal
centre of the National Command Control
Communications and Intelligence
Network (NC3I Network), which links 20
Indian Navy and 31 coast guard stations,
located along the coast and on island
territories, providing coastal surveillance
information. Considering the traffic that
daily navigates the oceans, as also the
large numbers of small boats that dot the
Indian shores, this is indeed a stupendous
task. This would involve exploiting
communication technology, satellites,
registration of all fishing boats, issue of ID
cards to fisherfolk, security awareness
programmes among the lay public, civil
military cooperation and international
cooperation of a high order. But India’s
economic development hinges on the
fact that its territory remains free from
terrorism. Therein lies the challenge of
securing our coastline from external
threats.

Countering Sea Based Terrorism:
Need for Maritime Domain Awareness

Maj Gen Dhruv C Katoch, SM, VSM
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The International Fleet Review 2016,
hosted by the Indian Navy at
Visakhapatnam, was stunning in scale
and turnout. Bolstered by its mighty
surface, undersea and aerial
capabilities, India’s blue water navy
staged a spectacular maritime pageant
off the eastern seaboard as it hosted its
International Fleet Review (IFR) 2016.
Fifty countries ranging from the US,

the UK, Germany, France, China,
Russia, Australia and Japan to Iran,
Israel, Mauritius, Myanmar, Somalia
and even landlocked Turkmenistan
participated in this landmark event that
was held recently by the Indian Navy at
the port city and Eastern Naval
Command (ENC) base of
Visakhapatnam.Twenty-four foreign
warships and 75 of the Indian Navy,
including three submarines, as also two
ships from the Indian Coast Guard (CG)
and three from mercantile marine, were
at anchorage in six columns for review
by President Pranab Mukherjee, who is
also Supreme Commander of India’s
armed forces. In attendance were Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, Defence
Minister Manohar Parrikar, state
Governor E.S.L. Narasimhan and Chief
Minister Chandrababu Naidu. So were
22 navy chiefs, including the host Chief
of the Naval Staff (CNS), Admiral
Rabindra Kumar “Robin” Dhowan, as
also 27 heads of delegations, apart from
over 4,000 international naval officers
and men. The review concluded with a
fly-past by the Naval Air Arm and a
daring display by Marine Commandos
(Marcos). The fly-past by 15 formations
of 45 aircraft, including two CG
formations, showcased the latest
acquisitions of the Indian Navy such as
the Russian-built MiG 29K and AEW

helicopter Ka31, and the U.S.-made
Long Range Maritime Reconnaissance
aircraft, P8I.
“The sheer number of navies

represented from across the globe is an
endorsement and recognition of India’s
emerging status as a major naval
power,” said Dhowan. “The event allows
the host nation an occasion to display
its maritime capabilities and the
‘bridges of friendship’ and trust it has
built with other maritime nations.”
As fulfilment of its assigned military,

diplomatic, constabulary and benign
roles, the Indian Navy regularly
conducts joint exercises with other
navies at their shores or in Indian
waters, embarks ships on goodwill
missions that call on navies
internationally, and lends ships for
peacekeeping and anti-piracy
operations from the Horn of Africa to
the Malacca Straits. Indian warships
have besides assisted in evacuating the
embattled from the war zones of Yemen
(Operation Rahat in 2015), Libya
(Operation Safe Homecoming in 2011),
Lebanon (Operation Sukoon in 2006),
and the Maldives (Operation Cactus in
1988), apart from moving out victims of
national disasters as the Gujarat
earthquake in 2001 and the tsunami at
the eastern coast in 2004. The
countryhasalso giftedor sold
severalwarships, new and used,and
occasionally also maritime patrol
aircraft, to smallernations such as the
Maldives, Seychelles, Mauritius,
Vietnam, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh.
India’s vast coastline of 7,615 km

abuts onto the Arabian Sea, Bay of
Bengal and the Indian Ocean, and one
of its island enclaves, Andaman &
Nicobar, is closer to Myanmar and

Thailand than to the Indian mainland.
With 66 per cent of global oil, 50 per
cent of global container traffic and 33
per cent of global cargo trade passing
through the Indian Ocean Region (IOR),
that stretches from the Persian Gulf to
the west to the Malacca Straits in the
east, the India Navy has a vital
responsibility in ensuring the safety and
security in keeping sea lines open to
global maritime movement.
Noting that navies the world over

conduct fleet reviews to symbolise their
loyalty and allegiance to the nation, and
to strengthen bonds between sailors
and the state, President Mukherjee said
IFR 2016 did all this and more.
Addressing the Fleet during the Review,
he observed that IFR 2016, while
showcasing the prowess of the Indian
Navy, had brought together navies from
across the globe to Indian shores,
underlining a common desire to use the
seas to promote peace, cooperation and
friendship, as also to develop
partnerships for a secure maritime
future.
IFR 2016 was only the second

international review ever conducted in
India, the first having been organised by
the WNC in Mumbai in February 2001
in the presence of then President, K.R.
Narayanan. It had elicited a turnout of
29 foreign and 60 Indian warships.
There have besides been nine
Presidential Fleet Reviews since India’s
Independence in 1947, the first such
having been held in 1953 and the last, in
2011. By their nomenclature, these have
been national rather than international
exercises.
‘United through Oceans’ was the

motto and underlying theme of the IFR,
signifying that while the world was

UNITING THROUGH OCEANS
INTERNATIONAL FLEET REVIEW - 2016

Sarosh Bana
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divided by geography, it was unified by
the seas. There was repeated emphasis
that oceans were the great blue
‘commons’ that not only linked the
global community, but granted it
unfettered access. “IFR 2016 has
enabled us to join hands and work
together to secure our seas for the
greater good of humanity and the
world,” the President maintained.
This need was reiterated by speakers

at the concurrent two-day International
Maritime Conference, on the theme
‘Partnering together for a secure
maritime future’. There were concerns
over sea-borne terrorism, piracy,
smuggling of arms and drugs, and
immigrants, across the seas, and the
security challenges in the East and
South China Seas where China has
maritime disputes with many of its
neighbours in the littoral. In his
presentation, Prof. Ye Hailin of Beijing’s
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences,
saw this “dispute” escalating as
competitive issues got emphasised
instead of cooperative solutions. “It is
argued that given the overlap among
the actions and policies of parties, the
situation in the South China Seamay
deteriorate with the possible risk of
serious conflict due to collision of
differing interests,” he warned.
The return of Asia-Pacific to the

centre of world affairs is the great power
shift of the 21st century. With this
economically integrated region
traversed by half the world’s
commercial shipping worth $5 trillion
of trade a year, the participating navies
deemed it imperative to secure the
regional Sea Lines of Communication
(SLOC) that are critical to the survival of
the entire Asia-Pacific community.
The Indian Navy is mindful of

Washington’s keenness to check
Beijing’s growing maritime assertion
and its looking to India as the power
that can tilt the strategic balance.
Ultimately, all three countries will
define the strategic nature of maritime
influence. India has emerged as the
regional superpower and views the IOR,
which it dominates, as its theatre of

influence, just as China is seeking a
similar role in the Western Pacific.
Though India has no disputes in the
IOR, its navy already maintains a
stronger force, on conventional warfare,
than Russia, France or the UK, and is
poised to emerge as the third strongest,
after the US and China, in the coming
years.
It is in this context that IFR 2016

gained importance, with 50 nations
joining it in an acknowledgment of
India’s emergence as a maritime power,
and by extension, its role and
importance in international geo-
politics. Apart from a vast fleet that
includes two aircraft carriers, 10
destroyers, 15 frigates, one nuclear-
propelled submarine and eight diesel-
electric submarines, the Indian Navy
has 41 ships on order from Indian yards
at a combined cost of Rs1,08,761 crore
(about $16 billion).
It is again in this context that India

and the U.S. are exploring the joint
development of India’s next-generation
aircraft carrier that will have combat
capabilities superior to its Chinese
counterparts. The visiting Chief of U.S.
Naval Operations, Adm. John
Richardson, said talks on this,
potentially the biggest military
collaboration between the two
countries, were progressing well and
ranged from its design to construction.
The joint working group on the project
is meeting in New Delhi later in
February to take this forward. “Today,
U.S.-India defence ties are strong and
continue to grow stronger with each
passing engagement,” said Richardson.
“We are two countries with similar
values - democratic governments,
civilian control of the military and all
volunteer forces, and there is much that
binds our nations and navies together.”
Representing the U.S. Navy at the

IFR were the Ticonderoga Class guided
missile cruiser, USS Antietam, and the
Arleigh Burke Class guided missile
destroyer, USS McCampbell. “A central
line of effort is to expand and
strengthen our network of partners and
the visit to India and interactions with

Indian and other navy leaders help
deepen relationships and expand
shared maritime interests,” Richardson
remarked. “We value like-minded
partner countries like India, as a close,
continuing and expanding partnership
is important for security and stability in
Asia and for effectively managing
Indian Ocean security in the 21st
century.”
Lt Cdr. T. Öwezgulyýew, Vice Chief of

the Turkmenistan Naval Staff, said his
landlocked navy, essentially a compact
flotilla of patrol boats, safeguards its
waters in the Caspian Sea, which is
variously classed as the world’s largest
lake or a full-fledged sea. A landlocked
navy is that operated by a country
bereft of a coastline. The Caspian states
are Turkmenistan, Azerbaijan, Russia,
Kazakhstan and Iran and in 1993, the
former Soviet Union’s Caspian Sea
Flotilla was divided among the first four
states. The Caspian states have to deal
with the challenges of drug smuggling,
the ‘sea’ having become a transit route
for narcotics coming from Afghanistan,
human trafficking, cross border crime,
extremism and terrorism. All this is
compounded by the fact that maritime
borders are not yet settled between
them and they have differing views on
how ownership should be divided.
Struck by the maritime power of the

Indian Navy, Öwezgulyýew said
bilateral partnership will need to be
heightened with construction launched
last December on the TAPI pipeline
running 1,814 km from Turkmenistan
through Afghanistan and Pakistan all
the way to Fazilka in Punjab, India,
these four countries making the
acronym, TAPI. This route, especially
through Afghanistan and Balochistan in
Pakistan, is fraught with peril. Militant
groups like the Taliban and Islamic
Movement of Uzbekistan had briefly
captured villages on Turkmenistan’s
borders in 2015. The pipeline,
estimated to cost $10 billion and to be
functional by 2019, will carry 33 billion
cu m of gas from southern
Turkmenistan.
In Indian fleet reviews, the
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President’s yacht steams past an
impressive array of ships of both the
Indian and merchant navies and the
Coast Guard, while reviews held by
some other navies have ships sailing
past the reviewing yacht or ship. The
Royal Navy, from whom the Indian
Navy has inherited much of its customs,
dates its first Review to 1415 when
Henry V – King of England from 1413 to
1422 - inspected his fleet before
embarking for war with France. It was
also an occasion, perhaps the only one,
when the ruler or sovereign appeared
before the sailors as symbol of his
country to strengthen the bond
between Lord and subject. 
A fleet review is a long-standing

tradition followed by various navies and
is a grand occasion when every

operational ship is spruced up, proudly
displaying its crest and company. It was
perhaps conceived as a show of naval
might or an inspection of readiness for
battle at sea, while later reviews were
celebratory demonstrations for
victories in battle, for a coronation or a
royal visit. Reviews today entail
parading of warships without any
belligerent intentions. Indian Navy
ships have often sailed across the seas
to participate in fleet reviews of friendly
nations. While India’s maritime
traditions hark back to the Vedic times
(1500 – 500 BC), its earliest recorded
fleet review was in the 18th century by
the powerful Maratha fleet off the
Ratnagiri fort on the west coast.
A highlight of IFR 2016 was the

Operational Demonstration and

International City Parade at the
Visakhapatnam waterfront in the
presence of the Prime Minister. Several
warships, submarines, aircraft and
squads of Marcos displayed the
multidimensional operational tasks of
the various arms of the Indian Navy.
The city parade had marching and
military band contingents from the
visiting navies and the three Indian
services, replete with floats and dances.
The parade was followed by
illumination of ships and pyrotechnics,
culminating in a light and sound show.

Mr Sarosh Bana is the Executive
Editor of Business India. A version of

this article was published earlier on 18
Feb 2016 by VIF. It is republished here

with the permission of the author.
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India’s Chief of the Naval Staff, Adm. R.K. ‘Robin’ Dhowan,
was fortunate to have been able to steward the recent
International Fleet Review (IFR) 2016 that took place only
the second time in India, and that too just three months
before his retirement. He talks to Sarosh Bana on this and
other aspects:

What do you take away from the IFR event?
The overall aim of hosting the IFR was to shape a favourable and
positive maritime environment by bringing all like-minded
nations together for cooperation to ensure secure and tranquil
seas. A fleet review is of significance, not only to display the
Indian Navy’s maritime prowess, but also its operational,
logistical and administrative capabilities. Like the first IFR at
Mumbai in 2001, IFR 2016 held at Visakhapatnam has been
significant in more ways than a few. Apart from showcasing the
Navy’s maritime capabilities, it included exhibitions
highlighting India’s thrust on indigenisation and innovation
through ‘Make in India’, ‘Digital India’ and ‘Green India’
initiatives. India’s rich, vast and diverse cultural heritage was
also on display in the co-located IFR village. The International
Maritime Conference provided a forum for all participants to
exchange views, refine Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs),
and enhance interoperability and coordination for ensuring
safe seas for all. As a concluding event, 51 ships, including 17 of
foreign navies, participated in exercises aimed to enhance
coordination, interoperability and cooperation with the
underlying theme of keeping the ‘Global Commons’ safe and
secure. If I were to sum up the biggest takeaways of IFR-16, it
would be enhanced cooperation, mutual trust, confidence,
better understanding and interoperability with maritime forces
of friendly nations, thereby underpinning the theme of IFR 2016
- ‘United Through Oceans’.

On scale and participation, would India’s IFR be the
foremost of its kind among all navies?
The IFR was envisaged to be hosted on a grand scale with 50
countries participating in numerous events. The President of
India reviewed the fleet comprising nearly 100 ships and
submarines from India and foreign countries. The Indian Navy
also hosted various events showcasing India’s unique diversity
and cultures, our drive for innovation and development of
indigenous capabilities, as also the potential of India’s youth.
For a more secure maritime future, participants from the
world’s leading navies and academia also engaged in
intellectual discourse. Most importantly, IFR 2016 presented an
ideal platform that brought personnel from navies across the
globe together and facilitated better understanding and
enhanced mutual trust. Given the sheer scale, not only of
numbers of participating ships and personnel, but also the
myriad cultural and operational activities, we can be proud
that IFR 2016 was truly a global maritime event hosted by India.

What consensus emerged from the International Maritime

Conference where speakers focused on China’s maritime
(and military) ambitions?
China’s economic growth has driven her expanding national
interests across the globe and these economic compulsions
have also spurred a modernisation drive within the PLA Navy.
As is well known, the 21st century is characterised by the seas
where nations are encountering a number of common
maritime challenges. Since the high seas are not constrained by
national boundaries, and these maritime challenges are too
vast for any navy to address single-handedly, they need to be
overcome through cooperation and coordination. In this
context, the growth of the PLA Navy and its contribution in
combating non-traditional maritime challenges, such as piracy
in the Gulf of Aden, are a natural outcome of China’s overall
development. While China has legitimate interests in the
maritime commons, we hope the rise of its maritime forces will
contribute to maintaining peace and stability in the maritime
domain.

INTERNATIONAL FLEET REVIEW
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Gp Capt AG Bewoor
Where has the attack helicopter (AH)
been decisive? The appropriate answer
would be – nowhere. AHs in support of
huge mechanised attacking or defending
armies have never been tested against
any enemy. Exercises in Europe with Red
& Blue forces could not give a correct
picture of how the helicopters would
perform. What attrition would they
suffer? How would the mechanised
formations changing directions, out-
manoeuvring each other keep their
helicopters with them? How will the
ground forces, who need to be within
about 500 metres to recognise enemy
tanks, identify own AHs from those of the
enemy? More pertinently, how will the
AH pilots differentiate friend from foe?
What happens with sudden reversals and
retreats to re-group for counter-
offensive? What is the impact on own
forces when own AHs are destroyed
among manoeuvring tanks and infantry
combat vehicles? The infamous fog of
war becomes foggier with helicopters
raising dust and howling jet engines.
None of this can be ignored and wished
away.

In the Middle East and Afghanistan,
the Americans and Soviets utilised their
AHs – with no advantage, and that too,
against a poorly endowed enemy with
weak doctrine and training. Our
adversary on the other hand, is well
trained and has soldiers who have been
known to fight courageously. With the
latest technology at their command,
American AHs caused many Blue-on-
Blue engagements during both the First

and Second Gulf Wars, but with
negligible destruction of enemy forces.
The Israelis found nothing great about
AHs during the Lebanese and Gaza
skirmishes. Even today, Israel uses only
fixed-wing aircraft, not AHs inside Gaza
and Lebanon.

Soviet AHs lost heavily in Afghanistan.
There are documented stories of Afghans
knocking out AHs using wire-guided
anti-tank missiles. Recall the American
helicopter destroyed in Mogadishu with
humiliation to aircrew. Can we ignore the
fact that over 5,000 helicopters were lost
in Vietnam and against what type of
weapons and enemy? That is how
vulnerable an AH is. It is a slow moving
target and extremely easy to destroy
during hover. The greatest aerodynamic
capability of the helicopter is hovering;
this however is a critical disadvantage in
close-quarter battles. Does the Army
want such a weapon? Even the IAF needs
to rethink on AHs and their utility to
support forces on the ground.

It is in the mountains that the AH will
face its severest test and will, in all
probability, fail. The extremely
inhospitable terrain with its lengthy
border in the mountains precludes the
use of AH or any other helicopters in the
offensive role. Suffice it to say, AHs are
bound to be under-utilised in the
mountains, and since India has
thousands of miles of mountainous
borders to defend, the AH with the Army
or the IAF is a zero force multiplier.

All aero-engines degrade in power
output with increasing altitude and
therefore, the thrust of turbojet engines

decays at just 10,000 feet, the colour of the
pilot’s uniform cannot recompense. At
17,000 feet, the thrust falls even further. At
20,000 feet, the height at which attack
helicopters are expected to fly, there is less
than 50 per cent oxygen to generate
thrust. Since no AH can perform at peak
levels in the mountains where the Army
most needs them, why acquire them at
all? There must be a reason that is non-
military; or is it plain ego?

Why then, does the Indian Army want
to procure the Attack Helicopter in
support of our armoured and
mechanised formations? The AH will
have to move with tanks/APCs,
manoeuvre in the tactical battle area; it
will fly low and slow in restricted visibility
where the enemy cannot be easily
discerned and extensive small arms, to
which it is extremely vulnerable, will be
directed against the helicopter. No other
army on earth adopts this doctrine and
philosophy in actual practice. It has
failed in Iraq, not once but twice.
Helicopter casualties in Vietnam were
horrendous as was Soviet helicopter
attrition in Afghanistan.

If the AH has no value except during
ceremonial occasions and firepower
displays, does it need to be acquired?
Here is a true story that emerged from the
Kargil conflict. An AH was demanded by
the Army to attack some intruders who
had captured certain peaks in the Kargil
sector (as conveyed to the AOC J&K at
Udhampur). Heavy with armour plating,
the AH cannot climb and cross Zoji La
into Ladakh. Hence, the AH could not be
tasked for attacking intruders on Kargil

ATTACK HELICOPTERS: 
SHOULD INDIA HAVE THEM?

Attack Helicopters form an important component of combat power. However, there are periodic
issues which arise with respect to their utility and to their ownership. In this issue, of Point

Counterpoint, two contrary viewpoints are highlighted. It is left to the discretion of the reader to
formulate his own opinion. Editor.
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slopes. It cannot fly across those heights
into Ladakh due to an intrinsic design
limitation. This was explained by the
AOC. However, till date, the media
repeatedly states that the IAF’s reluctance
and unwillingness to help the Army was
the reason for the IAF’s hesitation in
using AHs in the Kargil Conflict. This
canard is a sad commentary of how
truths and facts are distorted for petty
inter-service rivalry, immediately
exploited by the politico-bureaucratic
combine and the sensation-hungry
media. Damage control is impossible;
the truth is neither gripping enough for
prime time TV nor front page news. The
canard lives on; fiction becomes fact.

Do we need more attack helicopters?
Can anything be done with the AHs
already in use with the IAF? Knowing
their severe limitations, why were they
procured? There is no justification for
these machines being on our inventory.
Now that we have them, the AHs can, at
best, be used for Special Operations
where stealth, surprise, limited
opposition and cover of darkness
reduces their vulnerability. India has
been threatening to attack and destroy
terrorist training camps in POK. The AH

may be utilised to target the ingress
routes of terrorists and to intercept
Naxals as they freely wander unseen by
CRPF/BSF eyes. It may be used to
sanitise an area from aerial or surface
intervention on occasions such as
Republic Day, the Commonwealth
Games and places such as stadiums,
bridges, dams, buildings, ports, vital
points and oil Rigs. There can be
umpteen occasions and options where
the AH would make a positive impact.
For the tasks mentioned and many more
that will emerge from SPG, NSG, PMO,
MOD, MHA, Defence HQs et al, India
needs not more than just one or two
squadrons of AHs.

From the foregoing, it is evident that
the AH is incapable of supporting a land
or sea battle where small arms, SAMs and
other hand-held weapons used by the
enemy pose a real threat to it. It is a
fallacy to believe that heliborne Special
Naval Commandos can capture a ship on
high seas. The AH squadron is best
retained with the Air Force, readily
available for all contingencies.
Specialised training for aircrew will be
centralised, combined with rehearsals,
simulated operations, on-the-job

continuation training with para-military
and Special Forces.

Monitoring of the state of readiness
can be strictly assessed with vital inputs
from the Army, Navy, Coast Guard, BSF,
CRPF, NSG and SPG. There will be no
duplication of resources and no multiple
locations with each State of the Union
seeking their quota. The AH squadron
has to be positioned where infrastructure
to operate and maintain specialised
airborne weapon systems exist. To create
even more fixed assets solely for AH units
is not a viable option. IAF Stations across
India are intrinsically configured and
customised to maintain, support and
launch special AH operations at short
notice.

Gp Capt A G Bewoor was
commissioned in the Indian Air Force in
October 65 into the Transport Stream.

This article is an abridged version of the
article which first appeared in the Indian

Defence Review (IDR) dated 30
September 2015.The full article can be

accessed at
http:/ / www.indiandefencereview.com/ n

ews/ attack-helicopters-should-india-
have-them/ . It is reproduced here

courtesy IDR.
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Lt Gen. B.S. Pawar, 
PVSM, AVSM

National security of a modern state not
only endeavours to safeguard its
territorial integrity and national
sovereignty but is also indispensable for
the pursuit of economic and social
development of its citizens by ensuring
and sustaining a supportive internal
and external environment. In the
overall plan of modernisation of the
armed forces, the nation is acquiring
200 plus fighter and transport aircraft,
4000 plus artillery and air defence guns,
3 aircraft carriers, a large number of
submarines and frigates, UAVs
including armed, a plethora of different
types of missiles and hundreds of tanks
and FICVs over the next decade. In this
process, about 100 odd attack/armed
helicopters, are also being acquired. It is
difficult to comprehend how the
acquisition of such a small quantity of
attack helicopters can lead the country
to weapons procurement minefield and
endanger its security. On the contrary,
these attack helicopters will greatly
augment national security and are a
part of the overall 1200-1500
helicopters planned for acquisition.

It is not correct to state that the
Indian Military apes the military
doctrines of the US and NATO
countries. This may have been true in
the Indian military’s formative years,
but in the past decade all three services
have issued new war fighting doctrines,
which are very clear in their intent and
relate to the Indian environment in
terms of terrain, geo-political
environment, threat perception, etc.
The urgent need as of now is to have a
‘joint war fighting doctrine’ and a
‘national security doctrine’. In fact, the
Indian Army Doctrine includes the
most talked about ‘proactive strategy’,

commonly referred to as the ‘cold start
doctrine’, which is Pak centric and seeks
to address any future misadventure by
that country on the lines of the
Parliament/Mumbai type attacks.
Accordingly, restructuring has been
done of the pivot corps to enable quick
and immediate action within 48-72
hours by using the integral assets at the
corps level. For this, the resources
required (including attack helicopters)
must be at the beck and call of the field
force commander—the present
arrangement of these assets ownership
with the air force and operational
control with army is not satisfactory.
Nowhere in the world does such an
absurd arrangement exist.

India faces diverse external threats
and challenges. It has to manage its
over 15,000 km long borders with seven
countries, sections of which are
contested or not formally demarcated
on the ground or constitute only an
agreed line of control. Additional
problems emanate from open or
porous borders. It has a long coast line
of over 7,500 km along with an extended
maritime zone, island territories, sea
lanes of communication for its trade
and energy flows and offshore oil
installations. The threat of a two front
war looms large today, more than ever
before. In addition, sub conventional
conflict continues to engage the Indian
Army in J&K and parts of the Northeast,
supported by Pakistan and China
respectively. In these circumstances,
helicopters, especially attack
helicopters, though a very minuscule
part of inventory, are an essential
ingredient of the Indian Military and
their acquisition enhances national
security.

The Vietnam war, also referred to as
the helicopters war, formed the test bed
for validating the concepts of air

mobility and assault. The helicopter
was universally employed for various
missions, including attack, air assault,
aerial resupply, reconnaissance and
command and control, the most
common being transportation of
troops/ stores as utility or cargo
helicopters. Actual integration of
assault and armed helicopters evolved
during the Vietnam war, leading to the
concept of organic tactical mobility and
dedicated attack helicopters. Currently,
attack helicopters are an integral part of
the land, sea and air operations of
modern armies, including their ever
increasing employment in sub
conventional conflicts (counter
insurgency and counter terrorist
operations) the world over.  A typical
military helicopter force should have all
class of helicopters ranging from light
observation to utility/lift (light,
medium & heavy) including specialised
roles (attack/armed) as per the
operational requirement of a country’s
armed forces. It is a fact that all major
armies of the world including our
adversaries China and Pakistan have a
full-fledged Army Aviation Corps,
consisting of all types of helicopters
including attack helicopters and fixed
wing aircraft for communications and
logistics support. It is therefore
surprising that the world’s third largest
standing army, which has unresolved
and active borders with both China and
Pakistan and has fought wars with both
these countries, continues to be  denied
a viable and operational Aviation Corps
which can turn the tide in any future
conflict.

The operational diversities of the
Indian Military coupled with variety of
terrain (from sea level to the Siachen
Glacier) underline the need for state of
art, modern technology helicopters
capable of operating both by day and

ATTACK HELICOPTERS: WHY THE
ARMY NEEDS THEM
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night in a complex battlefield
environment of future. It is important
to note that Attack Helicopters operate
in a battlefield environment as part of
an all arms team for optimum effect
and not in isolation as happened in the
first Iraq war with disastrous
consequences for the fleet of Apaches.
The lessons were well learnt with their
effective employment in the second
Iraq war with positive results. In
Afghanistan, it is the Huey Cobras –AH
1Z, which were more effective and had
greater employability than the Apaches,
due to their lighter weight and better

capability to operate in the mountains.
The ownership issue of attack

helicopters is no more a matter of
discussion. In October 2013, the
Defence Ministry after vacillating for
decades, finally took the call on the
crucial issue of the ownership and
operations of Attack Helicopters. The
letter issued by the MOD clearly
stipulated that the entire attack
helicopter fleet will be owned, operated
and maintained by the Army. Though
late in coming, the decision is a
welcome step and will have a major
impact on war fighting in the tactical

battle area(TBA) in the Indian context.
The Government had to finally follow
the path taken by the US and UK
governments, on similar issues
involving their respective air forces and
armies. It would be pertinent to
mention here that the case for inclusion
of attack helicopters to be part and
parcel of army dates back to 1963 when
Gen. J.N. Chaudhary, the then COAS
stressed the requirement for a separate
air wing for the army. He emphasised
that efforts at increasing the fire power
and mobility of the army would not be
complete without an integral aviation
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element comprising light, medium,
heavy as well as armed/attack
helicopters. However, it took 23 years
for the army with Government
intervention, to finally break away from
the air force and form an independent
Army Aviation Corps in November 1986.
The organisation sanctioned was
nowhere near what had been envisaged
in 1963, totally lacking the wherewithal
to be a full fledged aviation arm of the
army, primarily due to non-availability
of armed/attack and utility helicopters
in its inventory. It is ironic that it took
another 26 years since the birth of the
Aviation Corps to get the attack
helicopter arsenal in its inventory. This
move will greatly enhance its capability,
making it a battle winning factor in any
future conflict.

As a consequence of this decision it
was expected that the 22 Apache AH-
64D Longbow AH being procured from
the US by the airforce, would ultimately
be army assets. This assumption was
based on the basic premise that the two
units of MI-25/MI-35 presently held

with the airforce, are army assets and
are also operationally controlled by the
army and the new attack helicopters
(Apaches) being acquired are for the
replacement of the same. The
Government however has gone against
its own decision of ownership of attack
helicopters by letting the air force retain
the Apaches – they should have rightly
been part of Army.

Attack Helicopter is a force
multiplier which can transcend the
limits of surface friction and due to its
speed, agility and firepower can operate
with stealth and impunity to destroy the
enemy forces. It’s forte is to fly at
extremely low levels, below the enemy
radar aided by its gamut of electro-
optical devices duly protected by EW
suites and armour plating. The
vulnerability of the attack helicopter is
therefore comparatively lesser than
other platforms in the tactical
battlefield area.The employment of
attack helicopter is most suited for
operations with mechanised forces. But
at the same time an attack helicopter is

not to be mistaken for a ‘flying tank’.
Operations with mechanised forces
imply operations in close co-ordination
and conjunction with mechanised
forces. The attack helicopters have a
well-defined concept of operations and
tactics to enable their employment
along with mechanised forces. Under
all circumstances, their command and
control is best suited to be with the field
force commander.

Helicopters have great utility in the
mountains too, as can be testified by
those who have flown there, including
Siachen Glacier. It is true that all aero-
engines degrade in power output at
high altitude, but Siachen is a reality
and helicopters are the life line of the
Indian Army deployed on those icy
heights – the highest battle field in the
world. Obviously it is common
knowledge in the aviation fraternity
that attack helicopters in the class of the
MI-25/35 and Apache cannot operate in
the  high mountains- the same does not
hold good for lighter categories of
combat helicopters.
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In this context, the development of
the light combat helicopter (LCH) by
the HAL is a mile stone achievement.
The LCH aims to gate crash the
exclusive club of the state of art light
attack helicopters, which includes
Eurocopters Tiger, Bells AH 1Z Super
Cobra and China’s ultra secret Zhisheng
10 (Z-10). The LCH is a derivative of the
ALH and the RUDRA (armed ALH) and
is being designed to fit into an anti-
infantry and anti-armour role with
capability to operate at high altitudes
(16000 feet), a distinct advantage over
other attack helicopters. Unlike the
RUDRA, the LCH will have tandem
seating cockpit and stealth features, but
will carry the same weapons package
now being qualified on board the
RUDRA. The helicopter is expected to
enter service by 2017. The LCH/ attack
helicopter units will be the main punch
of the manoeuvre force commander
and will be inducted into the Army
Aviation Corps and operate in support
of ground forces both in the plains and
mountains. The army aviation corps is
all set to have a lethal arsenal of state of
art AH/Armed helicopters thus making
it a force to reckon with and distinctly
the arm of decision in the future. At
present, ALH units located at Leh and
Misamari are already carrying out
operations in the high altitude areas of
Ladakh, Arunachal and Siachen. Even
the Cheetah helicopter which is due for
replacement, of which Indian Army
holds approximately 200, is also
operating extensively in these areas
despite their vintage. The ALH with the
Shakti engine has already landed on a
helipad in Siachen at 19800 feet with
four passengers.

The employment of attack
helicopters fully integrated with Army
Aviation units and fighting alongside
and above the infantry will also give a
new meaning to close air support in the
TBA. There is indeed a need to relook
the concept of close air support in the
TBA and the role of attack/ armed
helicopters in the same. The present
concept of close air support is a relic of
World War II, driven by range

limitations of surveillance, target
acquisition and engagement capability
of land based platforms.The availability
of unmanned aerial vehicles, missiles
and long range artillery platforms (40-
120 km) has changed all that, as today
surface based platforms can cover the
entire TBA. This also brings into focus
the role of attack and armed helicopters
in providing intimate close air support
in the TBA. In Afghanistan, the troops
on the ground have been more
comfortable with the intimate support
provided by attack/ armed helicopters
in their operations, due to the visibility,
proximity and response time factors.

The primary mission of army
aviation is to fight the land battle and
support ground operations, operating
in the TBA as a combined arms team
expanding the ground commander’s
battlefield in space and time. Its
battlefield leverage is achieved through
a combination of reconnaissance,
mobility and fire power that is
unprecedented in land warfare. Its
greatest contribution to battlefield
success is the ability it gives the
commander to apply decisive combat
power at critical times virtually
anywhere on the battlefield, in the form
of direct fire from aviation manoeuvre
units (attack/armed helicopters) or
insertion of overwhelming ground
forces at the point of decision
(utility/lift helicopters). The assets
required for the above manoeuvre, the
attack and assault helicopters must be
at the beck and call of the field force
commander and also piloted by men in
olive green who fully understand the
ground situation. This will ensure the
optimum utilisation of the battle
winning resource. This has been the
basic rationale on which the army’s
case for ownership of these assets rests.

Unlike the airforce, the army
aviation units and helicopters are
located closer to their operational areas
and along with the formations affiliated
to, especially at the Corps level. During
war these units will require to operate
from forward composite aviation bases,
catering for security, maintenance,

fuelling and arming facilities. The
employment philosophy dictates the
need to develop organisations that
enhance aviation capabilities to
support the concept of operations of
field commanders and be tailored to
meet the evolving operational
requirements-hence the concept of
Aviation Brigade with each Corps and
not bases as in the case of air force.

For dominating the tactical battle
space of the 21st century, the roles that
army aviation needs to perform in
support of land battle requires
equipment, personnel, aircrew and
organisations that enhance the overall
goal and capability of the land forces
commander. The need is for dedicated
aircrew who are not only proficient in
flying but are associated full time with
army manoeuvres, operational thinking
and ground tactics, as well as spend
time in the field. The present structure
is not suited for the short, swift and
limited wars envisaged in the future.
While the transformation process has
been set into motion by MODs decision
to transfer attack helicopters to the
army, a lot still needs to be done on the
issue of the ownership of the lift/utility
component of helicopters. Experience
of other nations clearly illustrates that
each service needs a viable integral
aviation component for it to retain the
capacity to include air encounters as
part of its personal armoury. The
control and ownership of tactical/heavy
lift helicopters by the Army is an
operational imperative due to the need
for integration of all elements of army
aviation (combat and combat support)
into a cohesive combat organisation.

Lt Gen BS Pawar is former Head of
the Army Aviation Corps and former

Commandant, School of Artillery.
Currently, he is the President of the
Northern Region of The Helicopter

Society of India. A defence analyst, he
writes for defence journals and
publications and is also on the

editorial board of a few of them.
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“You know, at some point there has to be
parity. There has to be parity between
what is happening in the real world and
what is happening in the Public Sector
World”

—Chris Christie

We probably had a false sense of illusion
that the Public Sector Enterprises will be
the sole repository of  India’s  growth
story post independence till we got a
rude jolt in 1990’s and opened up to
privatisation in a big way. While the
private players since then have become
global leaders, the public sector
continues to remain a poor cousin by a
considerable margin. If we analyse
certain specific sectors such as IT,
manufacturing, aviation, telecomm-
unication and banking – just imagine
where the country would stand in the
absence of private players and how their
presence in the market has benefitted the
end consumers and the Indian economy
as a whole.

By the same yardstick, to have left out
the defence sector from the ambit of
privatisation in ‘real terms’ is not only
perplexing but defies logic. ‘Real terms’
does not apply to cosmetic changes
made to the defence sector post January
2002, wherein 100 percent private sector
participation was allowed, but with a
retrograde ruling that the first preference
to pick and choose went to the public
sector. Every single policy that was
framed, be it FDI, Offsets, “Buy”, “Buy &
Make”, Taxes, incentives for R&D, and
other policy frame works that flowed out
from the successive versions of the
‘Defence Procurement Procedure’, were
heavily biased towards the public sector.
The private sector always saw the carrot
dangling, but as its hands were tied, it

made negligible investments.
Taking a cue from Leroy Hood, “If you

just focus on the smallest details, you
never get the big picture right”, let’s
analyse some of the  top arms exporters
in the world to see what drives their
defence markets. Barring Russia and
China, where all markets are state
controlled, the Indian corollary follows
the well defined defence markets in
America, Germany, France, Italy, UK and
therein the top defence manufacturers
such as Lockheed Martin, Boeing, BAE,
General Dynamics, Raytheon,
Finmeccanica, Thales, Airbus, Rolls
Royce etc. If you study the history of
these private firms, it is glaringly clear
that they have been built through the
sheer dint of political, diplomatic and
financial backing provided by their
respective countries. In 2014, the global
sale of arms by Boeing and Lockheed
Martin exceeded USD 65 billion which
surpasses India’s defence budget
allocation in any financial year till date.
So, will we continue to remain the world’s
largest importer of arms in the coming
decades? No! The situation is fortunately
changing.

2015 has indeed been India’s
watershed year in defence indigenisation
– and the private sector juggernaut is
finally set to roll. The present
government deserves credit for not just
understanding the dynamics of this
game, but resolutely implementing
changes that were so desperately needed.
Rather than merely focusing on the nitty-
gritty of improving the plethora of
ordnance factories, the DPSUs and our
R&D establishments, it has unleashed
the humongous potential of the private
sector, which will undoubtedly transform
the landscape of defence indigenisation

and ensure that the public sector either
performs or becomes a laggard at it’s own
peril. Those who understand the
nuances of defence production and
defence procurement will appreciate this
as a masterstroke in transforming the
defence sector, as finally, the intent of the
government has  transformed into
concrete policies towards the private
sector. The concerns of the private sector
have been addressed with overwhelming
urgency and a clear level playing field
with the public sector has now been
established.  DPP 2016 is likely to bring in
some major changes which will benefit
the private players as under:

A new category called the ‘IDDM’ or
‘Indigenously Designed, Developed and
Manufactured’ platforms is likely being
introduced which will get top priority
and will be first to be chosen for tenders.
With a level playing field for both DPSUs
and the private industry, it is now no
longer feasible to simply import
components from abroad, assemble in
India and term it as ‘Made in India’.
Neither is it possible for the public sector
to take captive orders with impunity and
as an organisational right. Also, under the
new DPP, systemic changes have been
proposed to the ‘Make’ category so as to
kick start this stalled process. “Only firms
with majority stake and controlled by
resident Indians will come under ‘Make’
categories.

The ‘Make’ procedure is proposed to
be divided in three sub- categories —
Make I — which will involve 90 per cent
funding of development cost by the
government, Make II — in which case,
the government will refund 100 per cent
of development cost in case Request for
Proposal (RFP) is not issued within two
years from the time of development of

DEFENCE INDIGENISATION:
CORRECTING ANOMALIES

Col Vijay Singh
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prototype and Make III — which will be
reserved for small and medium scale
enterprises for projects worth less than
Rs 3 crore. These are crucial changes as
financial support  provided by the
government, coupled with
accountability of the suppliers to deliver,
will undoubtedly lead to concrete
progress on the ground by the private
sector.

The L1 policy of selecting lowest
bidder is being modified. 10 percent
extra weightage will be given if a system
displays better qualities than required.
This, along with another new proposed
change that ‘bids can be accepted even if
there is only one supplier’ will help the
defence establishment to focus on
quality vendors, collaborate with serious
partners and deter suppliers indulging in
retrograde practices to remain afloat.

Strategic Projects have major
ramifications on defence preparedness
and have a direct correlation with both
time and money. With private players
joining the defence bandwagon in a big
way, it will be more feasible to select
vendors on their intrinsic worth rather
than their face value. The new DPP is
likely to carry a clause wherein “Projects
with development costs equal to or
exceeding Rs 5,000 crore, to have a
minimum 'net worth' of 5 per cent of the
development cost, subject to maximum
of Rs 1,000 crore” and “Companies
require to be registered for five years,
three years in case of MSMEs and have a
minimum credit rating of B++, from a
recognised rating agency”.

In a major boost to R&D by private
players, DPP 2016 is likely to allow
government to fund up to 90 per cent of
development costs to private companies
of which 20 per cent will be given in
advance and in 24 months the entity will
be given a tender. If the tender is not
given, the private company will get a
refund of its expenses. Another addition
is the funding of Rs 10 crore for R&D to
medium-scale industry which will boost
component level and small scale
innovations.

In continuation to the government’s
effort to reduce timelines, enhance

accountability and address concerns of
the private players, certain duplicate
clauses which resulted in time overruns
in defence procurements have been
eliminated. Also, the DPP sets up an
empowered committee to solve disputes
or unforeseen issues. Till now, disputes
went to DAC. The validity of Acceptance
of Necessity (AoN) has also been brought
down to six months from earlier one year.

The Race Begins
To quantify this statement, huge
investments from local giants such as
Reliance, Tata, L&T, Bharat Forge and
Mahindra have already been committed
as there is a business opportunity worth
INR 250 billion in the coming 5-7 years.
Joint ventures with Boeing for aero
structures of Apache attack helicopters
and components of Chinook heavy lift
helicopters, BAE systems offer to make
ultra light guns in India in collaboration
with an Indian private firm, L&T
outgunning global rivals to bag 5000
crore contract for mobile howitzers,
Bharat Forge has already invested more
than Rs 100 crore to develop indigenous
self propelled howitzers, Tata,General
Electric and Bharat Forge have entered
into an alliance to bag an USD 11 billion
deal pertaining to the Indian Army’s
Future Infantry Combat Vehicle and

many other such proposals are already in
the pipeline by the Indian private sector.

Let the Best Horse Win
Keeping our National Interest in mind, a
level playing field has been created
between the public and private sector in
defence production. Our arm imports are
a staggering 40 times the size of its
exports.  As per a written reply in Lok
Sabha in November 2014, our import bill
for capital acquisitions in last 5 years was
USD 16.72 billion, which in Rupee terms
is more than 1 lakh crore. In the previous
three years, our exports were a mere Rs
1,644 crores. We can not afford to  import
upto 70 percent of our defence
requirements, be the largest importer of
arms in the last few decades and yet be a
formidable military power. Revival of the
private sector in defence production is a
quantum step in the right direction.  The
government has made its intentions
aptly clear- ‘Tax payers money is not
meant for laggards surviving under
protectionist policies. Equal
Opportunities – Equal Competition- May
the Best Horse Win’.

The author is a Senior Fellow at
CLAWS. Views expressed are personal.
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On assuming office in 2014, the
Government, with a view to provide the
necessary thrust to the defence
manufacturing sector, as also to lend
impetus to defence acquisitions in India,
set up a Committee of Experts for
Amendments to DPP 2013 Including
Formulation of Policy Framework
("Committee"). The said Committee,
submitted its findings and
recommendations to the Government on
23 July 2015. For the first time, this report
was placed in the public domain, to
obtain views from the stakeholders in all
spheres including the industry. This
endeavour resulted in the much required
iterations based on the views received
from the environment. Thereafter, on 11
January 2016, the Acquisition Wing of the
MoD fielded the revised Defence
Procurement Procedure (DPP) 2016 for
the approval of the Defence Acquisition
Council (DAC), the apex decision-
making body of the MoD. 

DPP 2016 less one chapter is likely to
be commissioned in April 2016 after
incorporating certain amendments. The
chapter on the selection of “strategic
partners would be notified separately,
based on the report from a task force
headed by former DRDO chief V K Aatre.
MoD also plans to promulgate a separate
policy document on the blacklisting of
foreign firms and the role of a
middleman in defence deals.

Key Parameters
The new DPP stipulates that only those
firms with majority domestic stake and
controlled by resident Indians will come
under Make categories. ’Buy Indian’,
Indigenously Designed, Developed and
Manufactured (IDDM) platforms, has
been included in the categories and will be

accorded top priority for all defence capital
procurements. This category has been
further subdivided into two sub-
categories:
• Sub category I stipulates 40% domestic
content for a domestic design.

• Sub category II stipulates 60% local
content if the design is not Indian. It is
obligatory for the domestic companies
eligible under this category to have
Indian control and be operated by an
Indian national only.
In order to provide the thrust towards

building a technology base in the
country, the government has proposed to
fund Research & Development (R&D)
efforts by the industry. In case of ‘Make’
category, the new DPP has a provision in
which the government through
Department of Defence Production
(DDP) will be funding up to 90 percent of
developmental costs to private
companies. For the purpose of funding,
the ‘Make' category has been further
subdivided into three sub categories:
• Make-I. This has a provision of 90
percent government funding for
development cost, as also a provision to

reimburse balance 10 percent.
• Make-II. It has a provision for industry
funding, however with a clause of 100
percent refund for a successful
prototypes in case the procurement is
not effected within a time period of two
years.

• Make-III. This has been formulated
specifically for the MSMEs. It shall be
valid for projects with value less than Rs
3 crore, with no change in the
remaining provisions as applicable for
the Make-II category.
To address concerns arising out of

delays in acquisition, the new DPP has
proposed cutting down of the existing
timelines. The Acceptance of Necessity
(AoN) has been proposed to be valid for
only six months from earlier validity of
one year, implying that the Services will
have to expedite the issue of  the Request
for Proposal (RFP). It has been proposed
to include enhanced performance
parameters for additional capabilities
besides the essential parameters as part
of RFPs. While evaluating their product
cost, additional credit score will be
provided to the vendors who meet these

DPP 2016: Implications 
for Defence Offsets

Col Anuraag Chhibber
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parameters.
Today, with expertise and related

monopoly blurring the borders between
nations and the fact that single vendor
situations are going to be the norm in
future, the new DPP proposes accepting
of the bids even when there is only one
supplier. A proper justification to the
approving authority will however be
mandated for the same.

Last but not the least, the applicability
threshold for defence offsets has been
proposed to be raised from the existing
Rs 300 crore to Rs 2000 crore. This implies
that only those foreign Original
Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) who
bag defence contracts with cost of over
Rs 2,000 crore will be subject to offsets
clause and thus will have to plough back
30 percent of the contract value into
Indian enterprises. The contracts with
value less than Rs 2,000 crore will thus be
exempt from the offsets clause. This has
both a positive and a negative spill over.

The Positives
It will lend impetus to capital defence
procurements by making it suitable for
overseas defence manufacturing
companies as also the Indian defence
manufacturing sector in taking
promising though initial steps into
defence manufacturing in India. It has
also provided the much desired flexibility
to foreign OEMs. On this issue, the
Raksha Mantri stated,"We currently have
signed offsets worth USD 5 billion and
another USD 8 to 10 billion is in the
pipeline. We may not be able to absorb all
of this. Moreover, offsets also increase the
cost of the product by 14-18 per cent”

Offsets remain one of the prime
reasons for delay in fructification of
defence procurement contracts. Also, at
times, some foreign manufacturers do
not respond when offsets form part of the
RFP, as they find them unmanageable
and at times, due to a plethora of reasons,
beyond their capability to fulfil. We can
look forward to greater participation by
foreign OEMs, completion of contracts in
a shorter time frame as well as reduction
in costs. The last factor is due to the fact
that the cost of offsets are loaded on to

the contract of the main project. The
raising of the threshold for offsets to Rs
2000 crore will invite the minimum offset
obligation of Rs 600 crore. This implies
that Indian policy makers, with this
increased capital value of the offsets, can
demand a higher technology transfer of
niche technologies as part of the offset
obligation, which may not have been
available in the earlier minimum capital
value of the offset threshold, which
mandated only Rs 90 crore for projects of
value of Rs 300 crore.

The Concerns
An analysis by Weapons and Equipment
Directorate, the capital procurement
directorate for Indian Army, shows that
52 per cent of Indian Army procurement
projects are below Rs Projects costs of Rs
2000 crore and more cover only 10 to 20
percent of Army procurements. This
means that Indian Army procurements
would invite near to negligible offset
contracts. It is true that the Indian
defence offsets policy, which has been in
vogue since 2005, suffers from certain
glitches. However, since its inception, the
policy has seen a number of iterations
and has matured into a stabilised policy
with a mandate to leverage capital
acquisitions to develop India’s defence
industrial base (DIB) and in turn
promote research and development in
defence sector. The answer should hence
lie in finding answers to existing glitches,
rather than denying the offset provisions
by conveniently raising the threshold of
offsets to a level where most of the
procurement cases fall beyond the
purview of the offset obligation.

Across the world, offsets have
influenced the course of weapons and
equipment procurements and have
accordingly impacted the growth of the
global defence industry. Countries like
Saudi Arabia, Brazil and Israel have
achieved substantial success through
offsets, despite having lower threshold
values. With a high threshold value, India
may well end up losing this advantage,
which in turn could adversely impact the
‘Make in India’ initiative. Also, with the
raising of the threshold value to Rs 2000

crore, the MSME sector is virtually ruled
out of defence offsets, as the obligation of
Rs 600 crore as beyond such enterprises,
and will be restricted to the larger players
only such as Bharat Forge Ltd, Reliance
Industries Ltd, the Tata group, Larsen
and Toubro Ltd, the Godrej Group, the
Mahindra Group, Reliance Group
andAdani Defence Systems and
Technologies Ltd, which are well
entrenched in the business.

A caveat also need to be put on the
Government’s ambitious ‘Make in India’
campaign. This holds great salience in
the non-defence sector, where the
objective is purely economic. In the
defence sector, the objective is self
reliance, with economic advantage and
job creation coming as a subsidiary
benefit. Also, what needs to be
understood is that niche technologies, to
include designs and the source codes of
defence equipment are the most closely
guarded secrets and no OEM will like to
part with these secrets. While the ‘Make
in India’ initiative is at nascent stages and
the rules of its implementation are still to
be laid out, the Indian offset programme
has been through a number of iterations
since 2005 and has matured to quite an
extent. The most important issue in
offsets is the provisions of safeguards
against the OEM offering low end
technology in the form of either
multipliers in offering transfer of
technology or the buyback clause.

Points to Ponder
Strengthening of Defence Industrial Base
is a structured approach which involves a
clear understanding of capabilities and
technologies, the requirement of in
house R&D, seeking transfer of
technology from foreign OEMs as part of
acquisition contracts or offsets and
simultaneous setting up of the
infrastructure for training the work
force.In this context, the pros and cons of
raising the threshold levels need
reexamination, to provide the best
output to the Indian defence Sector.

The author is a Senior Fellow at
CLAWS. Views expressed are personal.
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In June 1989, I was posted to the High
Altitude Warfare School (HAWS) in
Gulmarg as an instructor and served
there for two years in a very challenging
environment. Just a few years earlier, in
1984, the Indian Army had occupied the
Saltoro Ridge in an amazing preemptive
move, which gave India control over the
Siachen Glacier. This flowed from
attempts by Pakistan to alter the
status quo in the area through
cartographic aggression. As is well
known, the Cease Fire Line (CFL)
drawn up between India and
Pakistan following the Karachi
Agreement of 1948 was
demarcated upto map grid
reference NJ 9842. From here, as
per the wording of the Agreement,
the CFL was to proceed
‘Northwards on to the Glaciers’.
Though not explicitly stated, this
was presumed to be the Saltoro
Ridge, which ran Northwards up
to Indira Col and thence on to the
Shakshgam Valley. Sometime in
the late seventies/ early eighties,
Pakistani maps began to show the
CFL as extending from NJ9842,
North-Eastwards towards the
Karakoram Pass. Pakistan also
started giving permission to
foreign mountaineering
expeditions to go to these areas.
Indian intelligence agencies also
came to know that Pakistan was
attempting to occupy the Saltoro
Ridge in an operation code
named “Ababeel”. As a counter,
India launched “Operation
Meghdoot” and occupied the heights on
Saltoro Ridge before the Pakistanis could
do so. This gave India control over the
Siachen Glacier.

I vividly remember an interaction
with the then Deputy Commandant,
HAWS, Col (later Brig.) Pushkar Chand,

where he told us how he and his team set
out to accomplish the assigned task to
occupy the Saltoro Ridge. It was a race
against time and weather, and he was
given no time to prepare. The task force
consisted of troops from Ladakh Scouts,
Kumaon Regiment and Special Frontier
Force. A seasoned mountaineer and

experienced soldier, Col Pushkar Chand,
knew that every patrol had to be led by
an officer. Therefore, as the existing
strength of officers with the companies
was inadequate, volunteer young
officers from Northern Command and
from other commands were selected

under High Risk Mission, because the
enemy here was not only the Pakistan
Army but also extremely tough terrain
and freezing weather conditions.

Troops then had very limited glacier
clothing so old pattern extreme cold
climate clothing (ECC) was issued to
these men. The task was to occupy

Saltoro Ridge before the Pakistani
Army could do so. From the
Pakistani side, this task had been
given to its special forces. From the
Indian side, teams were distributed
and Partapur became the centre of
activity. Troops started moving
forward and small teams were
constituted to reach the Saltoro
Ridge fastest and earliest. In spite
of the long arduous route, the gritty
young officers led the troops to the
highest battle ground on earth -
and occupied the passes and
critical heights on Saltoro,
preempting the Pakistan Army by a
mere three days. This singular act
redefined the limits of human
endeavour, gave a new definition of
bravery under extreme terrain and
climatic conditions and redrew the
Line of Control, which in this area
henceforth came to be known as
the Actual Ground Position Line
(AGPL). Never before was such an
operation conducted - and
perhaps never in future too, will
such a war ever be fought in the
history of mankind. To reach those
forbidding heights was by itself a
great feat of mountaineering, to be
undertaken only by the best

mountaineers of the world. To live there
was unimaginable. Yet, the Indian army
did that and more - truly an
unforgettable experience of life. Havildar
Sonam had much to do with the
successful accomplishment of this
mission, but I did not know that when I

REMEMBERING SONAM
Brig Narender Kumar, SM, VSM
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was posted to HAWS.
One of my duties at HAWS was to

oversee the running of the student
officer’s mess as the mess secretary. That
was when I came in contact with Sonam,
who at that time had been posted to
HAWs as the administrative non
commissioned officer (Adm NCO) and it
was Sonam’s job to run the student
officer’s mess. His inability to properly
supervise the mess and manage the
budget led to financial losses which both
he and I had to make good from our
pockets. This annoyed me no end and I
decided to take up the matter with the

Deputy Commandant, Col Pushkar
Chand. I wanted Sonam sacked for his
lack of ability in accounting of rations
and managing the budget. Col Chand
was none too pleased with this state of
affairs and directed me to get this NCO to
his office. Finally, I thought, this matter
will be resolved. It was settled, but hardly
in the manner that I thought it would be.

When Sonam entered the Deputy
Commandants office, The Colonel’s
anger changed to an expression of
amazement. He got up from his chair
and clasped Sonam in a warm embrace.
Then looking Sonam in the eye, he

scolded him. “Did you not know that I
was the Deputy Commandant? Why
have you not come to meet me”? Sonam
simply smiled and did not utter a word.
That was the end of my complaint and
then the Deputy Commandant
introduced Sonam to me.

“Sonam is a legend”, he said and then
filled me up with a bit of history of which
I was not aware. When “Operation
Meghdoot” was launched in 1984,
Havildar Sonam was part of a patrol that
had an officer as a patrol leader. During
the approach march to the given
location, the patrol leader fell in a
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crevasse and was badly injured. In those
icy conditions, such injuries prove fatal if
the person is not quickly evacuated. As
helicopters were not available for
evacuation, Col Pushkar Chand ordered
the patrol be split in two. One group was
to evacuate the injured officer. The
second group, under Hav. Sonam was to
continue with the mission.

Sonam, a gritty Nunu (Ladakhi
soldier), led from the front and reached
the designated location. He had but a
few men with him and the temperatures
were sub zero. Sonam realised that the
small snow tents they had were
inadequate to protect them from the
cold. So he had his men dig tunnels in
the ice, to protect them from the wind-
chill factor. But that was not the only
challenge Sonam had to face. Soon, his
small detachment came under enemy
mortar fire! Movement was difficult, and
Sonam could not determine where the
fire was coming from, but the ice tunnels
gave a level of protection, both from
enemy fire as well as from the weather.
However, something had to be done
about the enemy firing.

Sonam, along with two of his
colleagues, with the help of ropes, then
worked their way to a vantage point,
from where they determined where the
fire was emanating from. That evening,
he told Col Chand that he had spotted
the mortar position of the enemy which
was engaging them and requested that
the enemy be engaged with own artillery
fire. That posed a different predicament,
because Sonam had absolutely no clue
as to how to direct artillery fire on to the
target. Necessity is however, the mother
of invention. Col. Chand gave Sonam a
few tips on what had to be done to direct
artillery fire, and using that, along with
his common military knowledge and
judgment, Sonam was able to effectively
engage the enemy position.

A larger challenge was movement.
The area could be observed by the
enemy, and whenever they attempted to
move, they would come under enemy
fire. Movement was thus restricted to
hours of darkness only, to prevent
observed enemy fire as also to avoid

casualties due to avalanches. In those
cramped and unbearably cold and harsh
conditions, where each day was a
challenge to survive, Sonam stayed for
six months without relief. Indeed, that
was a feat of superhuman endurance.
That was also how the post came to be
known as Sonam Post.

It so happened that when Col Pushkar
Chand asked Sonam to indicate the grid
reference of his post, the young gritty
soldier, a master in the art of mountain
warfare at those heights, had absolutely
no idea how to read a map! The Colonel
then joked with him over the radio.
“Sonam” he said, “I am not worried if
you are taken as a prisoner by the enemy,
because you will reveal no information,
since you know nothing. But the Colonel
knew that Sonam was worth his weight
in gold. He then told Sonam, “hence
forth, when you give the report of your
post to me you will say ‘Sonam Post OK’”.
And that is how the post was named after
Sonam - in honour of a great soldier.

My anger against Sonam had by now
turned to deep respect. I truly was in the
presence of a legend. That very evening I
went to the mess and called all student
officers to be present in the mess lobby.
Then with great pride, I introduced
Sonam to the young officers and asked
them to interact with him during the
course of their stay to understand the
practical part of soldiering in extreme
weather and terrain conditions. It is
indeed an honour for a NCO to be
honoured in the officer’s mess. Every
student rose after I finished introducing
Sonam to them and each of them came
forward, to shake hands with the legend.
Later, I would often see young officers
surrounding Sonam and hearing his
experience of Siachen. He would often
say, “Sahib, Lama Guru ke Land Main
Gama Nahin Banna”.

As instructors in HAWS, we were a
class apart and presumably the best in
this business in the world. I too was an
arrogant professional and often use to
challenge the limit of human endeavour.
One day, while training on the glacier,
Sonam saw me rushing up the ice wall
during a demonstration. After the

demonstration, when I was sipping tea,
Sonam walked up to me. “Sahib “ he
said, “don’t show your speed on the ice
wall, it does not give you second chance
and it also does not give you time to
recover. Therefore, be like an Ibex - sure
footed”. It was a lifelong lesson that I still
remember. Even today I utter these
words “Thank you Sonam for saving my
life,” because I would have committed
hara-kiri someday.

Later, Brig. Farookh Balsara, who was
then the Commandant HAWS, decided
to put Sonam’s portrait, in full
mountaineer gear, in the officer’s mess.
When this ceremony was organised the
entire staff and officers including
families were present. Sonam was
feeling shy like a bride. Sonam, a short
stocky man stood between two other
legends of the Indian Army, when his
portrait was unveiled. On one side was
Col Pushkar Chand and on other side
was Brig. Balsara. Pushkar was the first
task force commander who led his
troops to Siachen and Brig. Balsara was
the man who led his troops to (one of
finest overseas operation by Indian
Armed Forces) Maldives. Sonam hung
his uniform in September 1991 from
HAWS. His picture in Student Officers
Mess has inspired many young officers
including late Major Shyamal Sinha, VrC
and will continue to do so in future too.

All these memories came rushing
back to me when news came in of
Sonam Post coming under a wall of ice,
claiming ten brave men of 19 Madras,
who sacrificed their lives in the line of
duty. Sonam post is one of the most
critical posts on the Saltoro Ridge, lying
between between Amar and Bana Post.
But Sonam cannot be abandoned. Not
now. Not ever. There is no option but to
reoccupy the post in the near future.
That is the price the nation has to pay to
preserve its integrity and its way of life.

The author is a Delhi based Defence
Analyst and is a Senior Fellow at the

Centre for Land Warfare Studies
(CLAWS), New Delhi.
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Major General TS
Ahluwalia,
Commandant,
Command
Hospital, Eastern
Command,
Kolkata, receiving
the trophy from
the Raksha Mantri.
Below: The award
being received by
Surgeon Rear
Admiral AA 
Pawar,
Commandant,
INHS Asvini.

At a colourful ceremonial parade, held at Air Force Station
Jamnagar on 04 March 16, The President of India awarded the
Presidential Standard to 119 Helicopter Unit and the Presidential
Colours to 28 Equipment Depot. Indian Air Force's operational
squadrons become eligible for award of Presidential Standard
after completion of 18 years of service to the Nation. The
selection is based on the unit's performance and achievements
during peace as well as hostilities.

Interacting with media after the function, Air Chief Marshal
Arup Raha, Chief of the Air Staff said that Indian Air Force is on a
trajectory of modernisation and is transforming into a strategic
aerospace power with full spectrum capability. Accretion through
new acquisitions, replacement of obsolete equipment with state-
of-the art inductors and up gradation of vintage weapon platforms
would definitely go a long way in enhancing IAF capabilities. He
also emphasised that the long term planning of the IAF would
ensure that the men and women in blue continue to achieve
greater level of professional skills and capabilities. He stated that
the challenge for IAF is to manage the fast-paced changes
effectively, without compromising on the high operational
Standards. 

PRESIDENT AWARDS STANDARD TO 119 HU

BEST SERVICE HOSPITAL
The award for the best and
second best Service
Hospital in the Armed Forces
Medical Services (AFMS) for
the year 2015 was won by
Command Hospital (Eastern
Command), Kolkata, with the
runner up position going to
INHS Asvini. While
presenting the awards and
citations on 18 February
2016, the Raksha Mantri
Shri Manohar Parrikar
praised the yeoman service
being rendered by the AFMS
over the years both in war
and peace. He complime-
nted all the members of
Command Hospital (Eastern
Command), Kolkata, INHS
Asvini, Mumbai and the
entire AFMS for their
excellent work in
provisioning of contemp-
orary and comprehensive
healthcare.
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The Indian Scorpene project envisions the production of six
submarines, to be delivered to the Indian Navy by 2020. Sea
trials, which began in December 2015 are currently underway
and will continue till September this year when the first
submarine of the Kalvari class is likely to be commissioned. This
is a class of diesel-electric attack submarine,  which is designed

by the French Naval Defence
and Energy Company (DCNS)
and is being manufactured at
Mazagon Docks Limited (MDL) in
Mumbai.The stealth submarines
would be equipped with anti-ship
missiles and long range guided
torpedoes along with modern
sensor suite.

As per the MoD, the delivery
schedule will be adhered too,
with all six submarines being
delivered to the Navy by 2020.
This is a challenging ask as the
project has already seen undue
delays since construction of the
first submarine started on 23
May 2009. The Navy is in dire
need of submarines in light of
recent accidents which have
reduced the fleet to a handful of

conventional submarines. That was the reason that In 2005, India
chose the Scorpène design, purchasing six submarines for USD
3 billion under Project 75 (P75). Defence Minister Manohar
Parrikar had in April 2015, witnessed the undocking of the vessel
in a ceremony at Mumbai.

NEWS
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PROJECT SCORPENE

PAKISTAN TO GET F-16 FIGHTER JETS
In February 2016, the  Obama administration approved the sale
of eight F-16 Fighter Jet aircraft to Pakistan, as well as radars
and other equipment. An attempt by Republican Senator Rand
Paul to prevent the sale under the Arms Control Act was blocked
in March by the US Senate. Republican Senator Bob Corker said
he would use his power as the chairman of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee to bar the use of any US funds for the
deal.In a statement, Corker said, “Prohibiting a taxpayer subsidy
sends a much-needed message to Pakistan that it needs to
change its behaviour, but preventing the purchase of US aircraft
would do more harm than good by paving the way for countries
like Russia andChinato sell to Pakistan while also inhibiting
greater cooperation on counter terrorism.”

India has opposed the USD 700 million sale, as the F-16 is
nuclear capable and its sale will ratchet up tensions in the
region. In a written reply in Parliament, India’s Defence Minister,
Shri Manohar Parrikar stated: “India has expressed
disappointment at the decision of the US Government to notify
the sale of F-16 aircrafts to Pakistan. India does not agree with

the US rationale that such arms transfers help to combat
terrorism. The US ambassador was summoned by the Ministry of
External Affairs to convey India’s displeasure”.
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The use of drones in the private sector is a thriving business in
the US. In early January 2016, the US Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) started the process of maintaining a
database for recreational users of drones and within a fortnight
had registered about 181,000 drone users. It is expected that 1
million drones will be sold in the US in 2016. Now companies in
the US are clamouring for commercial use of drones. These
drones, weighing between 500 grams to 25 kg could be used
for activities like land inspections, wedding photography,
package deliveries etc. As of now, commercial drones are
generally banned but their usage could be allowed with
appropriate rules and regulations. The rules may require that the
machines be flown during the day, below 500 feet, and within the
line of sight of the person flying it.
Drones could be used in multiple ways for public good such as
traffic control, survey of transmission lines, railway lines, rivers,
forests etc. In due course of time, such usage will be common in
India also. Great thought must hence be given now on making
appropriate rules for manufacture, sale and usage of drones for
recreational as well as commercial use. While the utility of such
technology is undeniable, it also throws up fresh security and
privacy concerns. Such drones, used for border transgressions

would be difficult to neutralise, considering the small time
window available for reaction. Of greater concern is the possible
use of such drones by non state actors, as remotely controlled
or fully autonomous tactical weapons. These issues would need
to be addressed.

The S-400 TRIUMF
(NATO codename SA-21
Growler) is an anti-
aircraft and anti-missile
system, which is
capable of intercepting
all types of modern air
weaponry, including fifth-
generation warplanes,
as well as ballistic and
cruise missiles at a
maximum range of
nearly 250 miles. India is procuring the S 400 TRIUMF from
Russia as part of its overall air defence effort. The system is
designed to counter a variety of threats from hypersonic cruise
missiles, to UAVs, airborne early warning aircraft, stealth fighters
and even precision guided munitions.
The first five units are to be bought at an expected cost of USD
6.1 billion, making this the most expensive air defence system

ever bought by India. Deliveries are however not expected within
the next four years due to Russian commitments for their own
forces and also due to an earlier Chinese order for six systems.
The S 400 is a unique system that tracks targets using a mobile
phased array radar. It incorporates four types of missiles that
are carried on mobile launchers, which can engage targets at
120 km, 200 km, 250 km and 380 km.

THE S 400
TRIUMF

DRONES: CHALLENGES
AND OPPORTUNITIES
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Ex Yudh Abayas
"The U.S. Soldiers learned counterinsurgency and jungle
warfare operations in northeast India. A primary purpose of 05-
01's bilateral training was to have the Indian Army present the
Guam and Hawaii Soldiers with skills needed to defeat
insurgents. The Indian Army, given their experience of over ten
years in fighting an insurgency, was able to offer the U.S. Army
many invaluable lessons learned on counterinsurgency and
jungle warfare."

—Dave Hilkert, Army correspondent covering Yudh Abhyas

"We have different tactics: theirs are shaped by their
experiences in Jammu and Kashmir and ours by our experience
in Iraq and Afghanistan. In the field training we are seeing a lot
of detailed work from them, which is something we are
rebuilding at our team level. The Gurkhas are a phenomenal
unit. The Indian Army officers are incredible officers that any
army in the world would be proud to have."

—U.S. Army Lt. Col. Phillip Sounia

"They were less intrusive in searching people's homes and
cars, a tactic that could help when troops are trying to earn
the trust of the local population. They've just gained huge
intelligence value from that — instead of killing them, they've
captured them. All our guys said whoa — we'd never do that.
We could do it. The way Indians ambushed and disarmed two
insurgents impressed me. American troops, in the same drill,
simply shot and killed the men"
—Lt. Col. Matt Kelley, Maj. Bob Risdon: US Army 1st Battalion,

21st Infantry Regiment on the search and room clearance
procedures of the Indian Army.

“It’s good to see how they operate because we’ve learned a lot
from them ─ tactics that we’ve never thought of.”

—Spc. Ross Berger, cavalry scout with Bravo Troop, 
1-40th CAV

“I was surprised how exceptionally well we all worked together
and meshed. We understand each other really well. Both
armies have similar doctrine, which made the combining
operations a lot smoother. Tactically, they are really sound. We
just gave them a little bit of instruction on the equipment, which
is, of course, necessary when using something unfamiliar. I
went into this not hoping to gain anything. I wasn’t aware of
how they operated, but when we started having classes and
working together it really changed my perspective."

—Sgt. Steve Faulkner, Bravo Troop, 1st Squadron (Airborne),
40th Cavalry Regiment

Ex Cope India: A series of USAF and IAF Joint Exercises
"The outcome of the exercise boils down to (the fact that) they
(IAF) ran tactics that were more advanced than we expected...
They could come up with a game plan, but if it wasn't working
they would call an audible and change (tactics in flight)."

—Col. Mike Snodgrass, CO, USAF 3rd Wing, Elmendorf Air
Force Base on IAF defeating the USAF with a 9:1 kill ratio

“What we’ve seen in the last two weeks is the IAF can stand
toe-to-toe with the best air force in the world. I pity the pilot
who has to face the IAF and chances the day to underestimate
him; because he won’t be going home."

—Colonel Greg Newbech, USAF

"Indian Air Force flying the MiG-21 'Bison' gave USAF F-15
drivers a very bad day. "Low-tech" aircraft fitted with the right
equipment, and properly trained crews - should never be
underestimated. It appears the IAF knows exactly what they are
doing."

—USAF debrief on Ex Cope India

Ex Malabar
An annual multilateral naval exercise between US, Japan,
Indian, Australian navies. 
"These exercises are so important because we all share
responsibility for freedom of navigation and freedom of the
seas. It highlights the need for more interoperability to enhance
the security in the Indo-Asia-Pacific Region."

—Rear Adm. Terry Kraft, on the USS George Washington

The statements below are from US personnel who took part in joint training with Indian Forces. Indian Armed Forces
remain well trained and motivated, despite the many challenges they face in terms of equipment profile,
modernisation, shortages and voids in weapon holdings. —Editor.

NEWS
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“While the military’s case in 1st and 2nd
Central Pay Commissions (CPC) was
fielded by the Ministry of Defence (MoD);
when the 3rd CPC wanted the military to
present its case, the MoD ruled against
this on the grounds of discipline and this
patently absurd stance was accepted by
the top military brass. The 3rd CPC
slashed the pensions of defence services
from 70 percent of last pay drawn (LPD)
to 50 percent and elevated pensions of
civil servants from 30 percent to 50
percent. But nearly 80 percent of military
men did not get even 50 percent and
instead got only 37 percent because of
their shorter span of service - 50 percent
pension being available only after 20
years service. Thereafter, subsequent
CPCs persistently disadvantaged the
military vis-à-vis civil services. However
3rdCPC dangled One Rank One Pension
(OROP) as an alternative to decrease in
pensions from 70 percent to 50 percent”,
said Lt Gen. Harwant Singh (retd),
interacting with this writer. He added
that when subsequent pay commissions
tried to improve matters, MoD and
Controller of Defence Accounts (CDA)
stepped in to negate them. As a kind of
consolation for OROP not sanctioned,
when the 4th CPC, gave rank pay up to
the rank of brigadiers, CDA very
conveniently deducted this amount from
the basic pay, which in turn impacted the
whole range of allowances as well. Nearly
three decades later this case is yet to be
fully resolved. Supreme Court’s orders on
payment of rank pay are yet to be fully

implemented. Those who played this
mischief on the defence services were
never exposed and never held
accountable.

Economic Times (ET) reported in
early December 2015 that the 7th CPC’s
report, which (again) does not do the
armed forces any justice, has for a change
united the three services, which often
earlier used to be divided in their
demands. At a meeting held then, a
shortlist of key issues agreed upon
included pending concerns from the
previous pay commission which have
again been overlooked. At the Navy Day
press meet, Naval Chief Admiral Robin
Dhowan mentioned that there could be
some thorny issues in the 7th CPC. He
refrained from getting into any details,
but said "Whatever we feel is a
shortcoming for our men and our officers
is indeed being taken up with the

ministry (of defence)." The ET article
stated that while the armed forces have
several problems with the pay
commission recommendations,
including some quite technical, there is a
consensus on some issues.

Risk Allowance: Currently, the armed
forces are granted allowances based on
risk and hardship with the highest
allowance of Rs 31,500/- per month to
those posted in Siachen. But their
counterparts in civil services and central
armed police forces are paid Special
Disturbance Allowance (SDA) for being
posted in Leh, which is upwards of Rs
54,000/- per month. This is a major and
rather ironic anomaly as there is
absolutely no comparison to the risk and
hardship that soldiers in Siachen face to
that anywhere else. And only army serves
in Siachen.

Disability Pension: The armed forces
have various slabs for the grant of
disability pensionwhile for the
paramilitary forces it's calculated as a
percentage of the basic salary. This leads
to a discrepancy and the armed forces
end up getting far less. The defence
forces wanted the same system of
calculation, but have not got a favourable
recommendation. They now want it
revised.

Parity with IPS: The armed forces feel
7th CPC has lowered their status
compared with the Indian Police Service
in terms of promotions and increments.
"We have always been on a par with IPS.
But now, if you look at their timely
increments after the completion of four,
nine and 13 years of service, we have lost
out," an officer involved in the
deliberations was quoted to have said.

While earlier CPCs’ anomalies have
been overlooked, despite assurances,
new ones have been added. No country
can afford to have armed forces with low
morale, low self esteem and worst of all, a
lower status in the society.

7th Pay Commission Disappoints Defence Forces Yet Again

Lt Col Anil Bhat 
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Ministry of Social Justice &
Empowerment is the nodal ministry
responsible for the welfare of senior
citizens. The national policy on older
persons recognises a person aged 60
years and above as a senior citizen. The
concessions and facilities which a
senior citizen can avail off are given in
the succeeding paragraphs.

Integrated programme for Older
Persons (Plan Scheme). Under this
scheme, financial assistance upto 90
percent of the project cost is provided
to NGOs for establishing and
maintaining Old Age Homes, Day Care
Centres, Mobile Medicare Units and to
provide non-institutional services to
older persons.

Ministry of Finance. Income tax rebate
upto an income of Rs 2.25 lakh p.a and
higher rates of interest on saving
schemes of senior citizens. No TDS
deduction at source (TDS) on interest
from banks & P.O. up-to Rs 10000/-.
Joint bank account with spouse for
pension payment

Ministry of Road Transport and
Highways. Reservation of two seats for
senior citizens in front row of the buses
of the state road transport
undertakings. Some state governments
are giving fare concession to senior
citizens.

Ministry of Health & Family
Welfare/Department of Telecomm-
unications. Separate queues for older
persons in hospitals for registration and
clinical examination. Fault/complaints
of senior citizens are given priority by
registering them under senior citizens
category with VIP flag which is a priority
category.Senior citizens are allowed to

register telephone connection under N-
OYT Special Category, which is a
priority category.

Ministry of Railways. With effect from
01-04-08,Indian Railways. provides 30
percent fare concession in all
Mail/Express trains including
Rajdhani/Shatabadi/Jan Shatabadi
trains for male senior citizens aged 60
years and above and 50 percentfare
concession for femaleseniorcitizens
aged 60 years and above. Railways also
have the facility of separate counters for
senior citizens for purchase/booking/
cancellation of tickets, wheel chairs to
needy and allotment of lower berths.

Ministry of Civil Aviation. Indian
Airlines is providing 50 percentsenior
citizen discount on normaleconomy
class fare for all domestic flights to

Indian senior citizens who have
completed the age of 65 years in case of
male and 63 years in case of females,
subject to certain conditions. Air India
is offering discount to senior citizens of
60 plus on flights to USA, UK and
Europe. Sahara Airlines is offering 50
percent discount on basic fare for travel
on its domestic flights only to citizens
above 62 years of age.

Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food
and Public Distribution. Instructions
have been given to state governments
for giving priority to the ration card
holders who are over 60 years of age in
fair price shops for issue of rations.
Under the Annapoorna Scheme being
implemented by the states/UT
Administration, 10 kgs of food grains
per beneficiary per month are provided
free of cost to those senior citizens who
remain uncovered under the old age
pension scheme.

MCD (Municipal Corporation of
Delhi). MCD has opened a separate
counter to facilitate the senior citizens
for submission of property tax bills. A
rebate of 30 percent of the property tax
due on the covered space of a building
up to one hundred sq mtrs of the
covered space has been allowed by the
corporation in the case of any self-
occupied residential building singly
owned by a man who is 65 years or
more in age.

Miscellaneous. Courts in the country
accord priority to cases involving older
persons and ensures their expeditious
disposal. Under the Old Age Scheme,
monthly pension is given at variable
rates to the destitute old by various
State Governments/UT Adminis-
trations.

CONCESSIONS AND FACILITIES 
GIVEN TO SENIOR CITIZENS

Hony Capt Baldev Singh
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Human trafficking encompasses a wide range
of activities and persons, many of whom do
not even initially realise that they are going to
be trafficked.This book elaborates the term
“trafficking” with a view to understanding its
trends, dimensions, and gaps in policy and law
that need to be plugged as well as aims to
initiate fresh discussion on human trafficking
along with recommendations to curb
organised international crime. Exploring
varied dimensions of the crime, it offers
further classification to help effectively
address the problem. It presents a new
perspective of identifying assimilative
interaction between social and criminal justice
systems, the progressive growth in socio-
criminal legislations, and the universal
demand of multi-agency approach to combat
trafficking. Prior to this bookVeerendra Mishra
edited a volume titled Human Trafficking (also
Sage) comprising 29 articles under six sections,
by various authors.
The Palermo Protocol was instituted to

prevent, suppress and punish trafficking in
persons, especially women and children. Also
referred to as the Trafficking Protocol (UNTIP),
it is a protocol to the Convention against
Transnational Organised Crime and is one of
the three Palermo protocols. In addition to the
criminalisation of trafficking, the Trafficking in
Persons Protocol requires criminalisation also
of attempts to commit a trafficking offence,
participation as an accomplicein such an
offence and organising or directing others to
commit trafficking. National legislation should
adopt the broad definition of trafficking
prescribed in the Protocol. The legislative
definition should be dynamic and flexible so as
to empower the legislative framework to
respond effectively to trafficking which (a)
occurs both across borders and within a
country (not just cross-border), (b) is for not
just sexual exploitation, but a range of
exploitative purposes, (c) victimises children,
women and men – not just women or adults,
but also men and children and (d) happens
with or without the involvement of organised

crime groups.
The definition contained in article 3 of the

Trafficking in Persons Protocol is meant to
provide consistency and consensus around the
world on the phenomenon of trafficking in
persons. Article 5 therefore requires that the
conduct set out in article 3 be criminalised in
domestic legislation. Domestic legislation
does not need to follow the language of the
Trafficking in Persons Protocol precisely, but
should be adapted in accordance with
domestic legal systems to give effect to the
concepts contained in the Protocol.
There are some horrendous forms of

human trafficking which need to be
countered. For instance, camel racing is a
sport for which in Arab States of the Persian
Gulf, children are often favoured as jockeys
because of their light weight. Thousands of
children, some reported as young as 2 years
old, are trafficked from countries such as
Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Iran, Pakistan, and
Sudan for use as jockeys for the Persian Gulf
region camel racing industry, for which
reported estimates of child camel jockeys
range from 5,000 to 40,000.
LTTE, ISIS, Boko Haram and many Pakistani

terrorist groups, have reportedly been involved
in human trafficking of not only women for
sexual exploitation, but also of young boys to
join their ranks. ISIS has crossed all limits by
trafficking small children to teach/motivate
them to behead and burn humans with the use
of dolls. While human trafficking can be
tackled, neutralising ISIS will require a sincere
and sustained global effort.
Pakistan’s army and its intelligence agencies

are much experienced in human trafficking.
One early classic example was when Angami
Zappu Phizo was sent to UK from erstwhile
East Pakistan. In more recent times, what
about criminal dons like Dawood Ibrahim?
With this second book on a complex subject

like human trafficking, the author has indeed
contributed an exhaustive work, which will be
valuable to scholars, researchers and
government officials involved in the process.

A CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY
Lt Col Anil Bhat

COMBATING HUMAN
TRAFFICKING

By Veerendra Mishra

SAGE Publications
India Pvt  Ltd
Pages 285 

in hard cover
Price: Rs. 995/-
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Tofu Starters
Tofu is one of the most delicious foods
which also contains healthy amounts of
protein, iron and calcium. Fried tofu is
easy to make and is an excellent starter.
All that is required is firm Tofu, oil to
shallow fry and some soya sauce to serve
with.

Cut the tofu into squares or
rectangles, spread them on a plate and
gently dab with paper napkins to remove
excess water. Turn around and repeat.
Heat some oil in a pan for shallow frying
and then add the tofu pieces. Fry one side
till it’s done and then turn the tofu
around. Once the tofu looks nice and
golden brown remove from cooking and
place on  tissue paper to remove excess
oil. Viola! Your starters are ready. Sprinkle
salt to taste and serve with soya sauce,
into which you may add chilli flakes. 

Tofu Soup
Have you tried Tom Yum soup?It’s hot,
flavourful, spicy, tangy and a real comfort
when you're suffering from a cold! Do
give it a shot!
Ingredients:
� Lemongrass - 2 stalks
� Galangal (sliced) - about two inch piece
or use ginger if you can't find galangal
� Lime leaves (handful) - tear each leaf a
bit as this releases the flavour better
� Lemon -1 
� Green chilli sliced - 2
� Tofu cubes
� Shallots 2 - 3
� Mushroom slices (I used about 10
button mushrooms)
� Chilli oil (1 tablespoon)
� Soya sauce (roughly two tablespoons)
� Salt to taste

Recipe: Take about a litre of water in a
deep pot and bring to a boil. Add
chopped lemongrass, lime leaves,
mushroom, and galangal (or ginger). Boil
for a few minutes. Add the green chilli,
lemon juice, tofu, soya sauce and chilli
oil. Let the soup simmer for two to three
minutes. Leave out the green chillies if
you prefer your soup less spicy. Add salt
to taste. That’s it! Your soup is ready. Feel
free to add more veggies if you like.

Main Dish
I wanted to try out a real spicy dish and
knew it had to be Thai. As a vegetarian,
I'm always looking for ways to alter
recipes to healthy vegetarian options. I
came upon a spicy Thai chicken recipe
and with few alterations came up with
this spicy Thai Basil Tofu recipe. Hope
you enjoy this too.
Ingredients:
� Firm tofu - 1 packet cut into cubes
� Basil leaves- I large bunch, washed 

� Garlic - 6 / 7 pieces
� Red chillies - 2 / 3
� Soya sauce to taste
� Salt to taste
� Oil - 3 / 4 tablespoons
Recipe:
Grind the garlic and red chillies roughly
in a mortar and pestle. Heat oil in a pan
and when hot add this garlic and chilli
paste. Sauté for about 30 seconds. Add
the tofu and stir well, cooking on high
heat. Now add about three tablespoons
of Soya sauce. Cook for another few
minutes and then turn the flame off. Now
add the basil and stir well into the tofu.
Add some more soya sauce if the dish
seems too dry. Your dish is ready! Serve
hot with rice. Enjoy!

Ms Aditi Pathak is based in
Singapore. Widely travelled and from a
Services background, cooking is one of

her many passions.

TOFU ALL THE WAY
Starters, Soup and Main Dish

Aditi Pathak
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My wife Tannie and I have never had a
better holiday than the ten days we
spent in Bali. Although exotically
foreign, Bali offers a feeling of human
warmth. And, for Indians, a deep river
of an ancient common culture is also
seductively alluring.

Do not however expect a tropical
paradise. Other countries have better
beaches, more fun and greater variety
of food. The Indonesian Rupiah is also
initially very scary. There are so many
zeroes in the 50,000 Rupiahs one needs
to spend on a taxi ride until one realises
it is just 4 US dollars! With that
understanding, the cost of hotels, food,
shopping and excursions suddenly
become very affordable. Being near the
equator also makes the climate
pleasant throughout the year. There is a
great deal to see and do in the island
that is about 150 kms from east to west
and 100 kms from north to south. The
beaches are beautiful and the lush
green fields and thick forests covering
the hilly terrain are a delight.

Bali is predominantly Hindu, with
numerous beautiful red and gold Hindu
temples every few kilometres.
Hinduism came to Indonesia about
1500 years ago when the great Hindu
kingdoms of the Srivijayan and
Shailendra kings were established in
Sumatra, mainly influenced by the
cultures of ancient Orissa and Tamil
Nadu. Brahmin priests with
magnificent rites of kingship were
eagerly sought by every local
chieftain.Though Buddhism followed,
many great Hindu temples still survive.
Islam was then brought to Indonesia by
Arab traders about 600 years ago but
the island of Bali remained staunchly
Hindu, evolving a form of Hinduism
that is a bit different from that followed
in different parts of India.

The world’s only temple of Varuna,
the `purvi devta’ or pre Vedic divinity of

water, is just off the coast at Tanah Lot
in the south west. This beautiful temple,
built on a rocky spur lapped by the
surging waves of the ocean is truly
spectacular. At Ubud, in the centre of
the island is a 9th century Goa Gajah
temple devoted to Ganesh, carved
inside a cave. Outside this temple there
are sacred tanks fed by a spring. In the
ancient Puranic Indian tradition, all the
water of the world came from Ganga,
the sacred cosmic river that came to
earth through the matted locks of the
god Shiva and then splashed out to
create all the springs of the world that
were channeled through the mouths of
cows (gaomukh) or water vessels held

by celestial nymphs. At Goa Gajah, the
waters of the spring pour out of little
vessels carried lovingly by six celestial
maids.

We went to Bali on a well organised
and affordable six day package tour. We
first stayed at an excellent 4-star hotel at
Legian on the west coast that is full of
bars, spas and discos. The package
provided us a good small car to take us
around and included a Barong Kris
dance based on the Ramayana with a
long haired two-man tiger and a
mischievous Hanuman. Huge and very
colourful silk kites filled the skies
everywhere in the constant breeze.We
drove through terraced paddy fields to

Kintamani where there was a great view
of a dormant volcano and lake Batur.
We also visited several very interesting
temples and workshops making the
most delicate gold and silver jewellery.
Needless to say, we swam in the sea and
spent a day doing water sports. The
package included a short cruise around
the harbour. At the end of the planned
trip we spent three extra days at a lovely
5-star hotel at Sanaur on the east coast.
This was a quieter beach on an
extended lagoon behind a long coral
reef that broke the great waves of the
Pacific Ocean. Balinese food was very
good but lacked the huge variety that
Thailand offers.

We were also very fortunate to meet
a lovely Balinese couple who showed us
many aspects of Bali culture that a
normal tourist would never see
including an amazing cultural festival
in which over a thousand amateur
musicians and dancers enthusiastically
participated. Bali is also the one foreign
place that treats Indians as highly
honoured guests.

Mr Murad Ali Baig is an internationally
renowned automobile journalist and is
the former editor of The Auto Magazine.
His columns on automobiles, travel,
history etc. are published by a host of
newspapers and magazines.

BALI FOR AN UNFORGETTABLE HOLIDAY
Murad Ali Baig
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Even though the threats to Indian security have far from subsided and the
wish list of the armed forces, for modern weapon systems being long – with
many items on their inventory now three or four decades old – the Finance

Minister, Arun Jaitley, chose to make no mention of what would be the allocation
for India’s defence in 2016-17 in his Union Budget speech. This is not only an
unusual departure from past practices but it raises questions about the message
this government wishes to send out, as China has launched a modernisation drive
for its forces that could parallel in scale the opening of its economy and Pakistan,
India’s other nuclear armed neighbour, is desperately seeking military parity with
India while sponsoring cross border attacks with impunity.
Explanations for Mr Jaitley’s glaring omission about the defence outlay -since

he had, last year announced an outlay of Rs 2,46,727 crore, – range from keeping
the figures discreet so that it doesn’t alarm India’s rivals to there being no need to
do so, as other allocations like the budget for external affairs aren’t announced
either. Reading between the lines, it appeared that only a nominal increment of
around 4.5 percent - in keeping with inflation figures – would in reality be initiated
for the services. The pension bill was added to the defence budget for the first time
in recent memory, as though to remind the services that the OROP burden would
cost them their modernisation.
Even as every political party pays lip service to national security needs, in

reality India's defence spending has steadily declined as a percentage of its GDP.
Last year, India’s defence budget had slipped to 1.74 percent of its GDP, even
though it is fair to say that India’s military spending could go upto 3 percent of its
GDP. In comparison, the US spends 4 percent, China 2.5 percent (though its
figures are questionable) and Pakistan 3.5 percent on defence. Worse still, India’s
per capita expenditure on defence is less than $10, while the average expenditure
of the top ten spenders in Asia is USD 800 approximately. India’s soldier-to-citizen
ratio, at 1.22 per 1,000 citizens, is among the lowest in Asia.
While the IAF’s long standing demand for fighter jets – and the decision to buy

36 ready to fly French Rafale fighter aircrafts – has received much media coverage,
the most pressing needs are of the army that battles terrorists, insurgencies and
natural calamities, often with its silent and uncomplaining infantry soldiers, who
need better clothing, bullet proof vests, night vision devices and helicopters to
ferry troops and equipment to far flung glacial heights. But its long standing
demands – for over Rs 40,000 crore worth of immediate equipment – is still
awaiting funds. No wonder, the defence minister, Mr Parrikar has asked his
ministry and the three services to try and complete this process in the next few
months. But that is just fire fighting and still doesn’t address the bigger question of:
"whether India can defend itself in the event of a two front attack – from China and
Pakistan – and battle terrorists as well?" The answer sadly at this stage is ‘no’.
Apart from fighters, tanks, ships and missiles, what India desperately also needs

is to invest more in improving its infrastructure along its Chinese border, and early
warning systems – like hi-tech Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR)
systems -  to counter China’s tactical and numerical superiority. And with every
terror attack sponsored by Pakistan, like that in Pathankot, security costs only go
up, as the IAF now has to enhance security of all airfields. But worse still, we may
soon be back to where we were 50 years ago, when our troops fought the Chinese
in 1962 with obsolete weapons or none at all, and then Pakistan attacked India in
1965, confident that its much better equipped forces would be victorious.

A similar essay by Maroof Raza was first published in BW BusinessWorld on
March 7, 2016.

For more details on Maroof Raza, visit:  https:/ / www.maroofraza.com.

IGNORE THE
FORCES AT
OWN PERIL

Maroof Raza
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